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ABSTRACT 

 
 Molecular mechanics modeling techniques have been developed to study the 

behavior of cyclodextrins (CDs) in capillary electrophoresis (CE) separations.  Using the 

commercial computational package, Sybyl, the mechanisms of molecular recognition 

between organic analytes and CDs are investigated.   

 Cyclodextrin-modified capillary electrochromatography (CDCE) experiments 

were conducted to separate neutral derivitized naphthalene solutes using carboxymethyl-

beta-cyclodextrin (CM-β-CD).  Grid conformation-searching programs were developed 

to explore the interaction space between CD and solute and to calculate their interaction 

energies using molecular mechanics.  The interaction energies correlated remarkably well 

with the separation behavior.  It was found that extensive minimization (more than 3000 

iterations) was required at each of the docking positions to achieve the best agreement 

between computational and experimental distribution coefficients (Kd). 

Molecular modeling techniques were also used to guide the development of a new 

charged cyclodextrin resolving agent, heptakis (6-O-carboxymethyl-2,3-dimethyl)-β-

cyclodextrin (HDMCM-β-CD).  Molecular computer aided design (MolCAD) analysis 

and docking techniques revealed that HDMCM-β-CD would be superior to commercially 

available CDs for forming inclusion complexes with the target naphthalene derivative 

analytes.  Molecular modeling studies also showed that significant intermolecular CD-

CD interactions can occur under certain conditions, explaining some anomalous 

experimental findings.  Additionally, the grid conformation-searching modeling 

technique was applied to chiral CDCE separations of dansyl amino acids (AAs) to 
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explain separation behavior and to investigate different CD-CD interactions.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION TO MOLECULAR RECOGNITION AND 
THE SUPRAMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY OF 

MACROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS 
 
Introduction and History 
 

Supramolecular chemistry is the area of chemistry that deals with all the 

intermolecular forces present between molecules that are not covalent bonds.   Jean-

Marie Lehn,  who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1987 along with Pedersen and Cram 

for their work in “host-guest chemistry” eloquently describes supramolecular chemistry 

in his book:1 

“Molecular chemistry rules the covalent bond. Supramolecular chemistry is 
'chemistry beyond the molecule', whose goal is to gain control over the 
intermolecular non-covalent bond. It is concerned with the entities of higher 
complexity than molecules themselves - supramolecular species and assemblies 
held together and organized by means of intermolecular, binding interactions. It is 
a highly interdisciplinary field of science and technology, bridging chemistry with 
biology and physics.” 
 
While covalent bonds are typically characterized by bond energies around 50 -100 

kcal/mol, non-bonded interactions are much smaller.  These include electrostatic forces 

which can be between 1-10 kcal/mol, hydrogen bonding (1-20 kcal/mol), and van der 

Waals forces, dipole-dipole interactions, π−π  stacking, and hydrophobic effects (less than 

1 kcal/mol).2-7  None of these forces individually reach the strength of a covalent bond.  

However, during certain structural alignments of two molecules, multiple instances of 

these forces can be additive, and they may achieve a stability which is commensurate 

with covalent bonding.  The magnitude and nature of the forces that come into play in 

this manner are generally structurally dependant, leading to very specific interactions 
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between the receptor (host) and the substrate (guest).  This is known as molecular 

recognition.   

It can be said that all life is possible because of molecular recognition.  The 

selective binding and reactivity of such biological molecules as enzymes and antibodies 

is key to the function of an organism.  The macrocyclic hemoglobin molecule selectively 

binds oxygen in our lungs and carries it to the rest of the body.  The recognition of the 

enzyme is so specific for its substrate that it led Emil Fischer to describe it with his lock 

and key image over 100 years ago, representing an important landmark in supramolecular 

chemistry.  Since then, chemists have been on a continuing quest to master the science of 

intermolecular chemistry.  Indeed biochemical phenomenon have motivated chemists in 

much of the current research in chemical recognition.  The field of supramolecular 

chemistry is vast and integrated into all the subdisciplines of chemistry; a comprehensive 

review would be beyond the scope of this writing.  This chapter will, however, concern 

itself mainly with an overview of some of the most common and interesting macrocyclic 

compounds and their host-guest chemistry properties.   

Inclusion Complexes 

 Since supramolecular complexes are held together by forces weaker than the 

covalent bond, they maintain an equilibrium between the host (H) and substrate (S) and 

the complex (HS).  (see Equation 1.1).  The equilibrium characteristics of the 

supramolecular entity depend on the rate of the complex formation and decomposition, 

and the difference in free energy (∆G) between the free species and the complex.  In a 

bimolecular complex, the equilibria can represented by the following equations.8,9   

For a 1:1 complex: 
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H + S↔ HS                             (1.1) 

For a 1:2 complex: 

            HS+ S↔ HS                              (1.2) 

And for a 2:1 complex (host to guest): 

          H + HS↔ H2S                           (1.3) 

The binding constants (also called association constant Ka, formation constant Kf, 

or stability constant Ks) are then as follows: 

K11  =  [HS] / ([H][S]),                      (1.4) 

K12  =  [HS] / ([HS][S]),                   (1.5) 

K21  =  [H2S] / ([H][HS]),                 (1.6) 

The brackets represent molar concentrations, and the K constants represent concentration 

quotients, not thermodynamic values.  However, considering the accuracy of most 

experimental measurements the difference in these values is usually disregarded, and it is 

common for ∆Go (free energy change) to be calculated from these constants.   

The enthalpy and entropy changes (∆H and ∆S, respectively) can be determined 

by measuring how the equilibrium constant changes with temperature or by performing 

calorimeter experiments.  In solution, the stability constant (K) is dependant on both the 

temperature and the difference in free energy: 10,11   

K  =  e ( -∆G / kT )
                               (1.7) 

where (k) is the Boltzmann constant.  The Gibbs-Helmholtz states: 
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∆G  =  ∆H  -  T∆S                         (1.8) 

where ∆H and T∆S denote the enthalpy and entropy change upon complexation, 

respectively.  It therefore follows that: 

       RT lnK  = - ∆H  +  T∆S                       (1.9) 

During complexation, there is usually somewhat a simultaneous structural 

adaptations between guest and host called ‘induced fit’.  The two species will together 

arrange their geometries to optimize energy considerations and maximize host-guest 

attraction.  This process can be very complex, such as in the case of an enzyme folding 

around a substrate molecule and making a uniquely selective structure.  In contrast, more 

rigid molecules like many macrocyclic species may only experience minimal induced fit 

phenomenon to accommodate a guest.  

Crown Ethers and Cryptands 

One of the pioneering landmarks in the evolution of supramolecular chemistry 

came with the discovery of crown ethers in 1967 by Charles J. Pedersen at du Pont.12  He 

discovered that certain salts could be dissolved in nonpolar solvents by the metal cation 

forming a complex with cyclic polyethers.  Pedersen called these new compounds “crown 

ethers”, and their discovery and use is sometimes considered the beginning of molecular 

recognition studies in chemistry.   

 Pedersen continued his work in throughout the 1960s, synthesizing over 50 crown 

ethers.  He discovered that the size of the cavity in the crown ethers dictated which metal 

cations would be preferentially bound.13,14  Cram et al. later explored this area by 
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derivatizing many crown ethers and determining the characteristics that lead to strong 

complexation and selectivity.15   

 The primary building block in a crown ether is the ethyleneoxy (-CH2CH2O-)  

unit.  Molecules with three or more of these units are considered crown ethers, with 1,4-

7-trioxacyclononane being the first member of this group (dioxane and ethylene oxide are 

considered as cyc lic ethers).    Very large crowns have been synthesized, some possessing 

more than 20 repeating units, yielding ring sizes of 60 or greater.  Crown ethers are 

named as “x-crown-y” where the total number of atoms in the cyclic backbone is given 

by x, and the number of oxygen atoms given by y.  Crowns where the oxygen atoms have 

been replaced by nitrogen atoms are called cryptands.  The cryptands are named as 

“[x.y.z]-cryptand” where x, y, and z are the numbers of oxygen donor atoms in each of 

the three chains spanning the nitrogen atoms.16  Figure 1.1 shows examples of some 

crown ethers and cryptands. 

 The ethylene units are separated from each other by oxygen atoms.  Since the 

oxygen atoms in the ring structure have no sterically hindering hydrogens associated with 

them, they are able to allow the crown ether to form symmetrical binding conformations, 

such as the D3d configuration of 18-crown-6.  As shown by the example in Figure 1.2, 

when potassium ion binds with 18-crown-6, the complex is symmetrical, while the free 

host orients its methylene groups inward in the uncomplexed form.  

 Crown ethers and cryptands form cation complexes in two different ways.  Crown 

ethers bind their guest in an essentially two dimensional ring of donor groups.  Cryptands 

however have an additional half-ring of donor groups spanning the nitrogen atoms, 

giving them a three-dimensional binding arrangement with cations.  
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Figure 1.1.  Some basic crown ethers and cryptands are shown. 
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Figure 1.2.  18-crown-6 assumes a symmetrical structure upon complexation with the 
potassium ion. 
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Crown ethers have also been reported to bind molecular species as well.  Pedersen first 

noted this when he observed thiourea complexing with various hosts.17  He also found in 

the early 1970s that complexes could be formed between 18-crown-6, and many other 

molecular complexes have since been found.18-20 

Modification of the crown ethers has led to many other classes of host molecules.  

Thousands of derivatives have been synthesized since crown ethers were first discovered.  

Azacrown ethers, thiacrown ethers, and crown ether diesters have all been prepared and 

shown be selective for a large number of ions and molecules.21,22  Larger ring systems 

have been created by introducing aromatic rings into crown ethers.  These endeavors 

eventually led to the creation of cyclic polyphenols, a new class of host molecules called 

calixarenes. 

Calixarenes 

 Adolf von Bayer may have been the first to synthesize calixarenes in the 1800s 

when he reacted formaldehyde with p-substituted phenols and found that it produced a 

viscous mixture of unknown products.23  Alois Zenke later discovered and reported that 

these products have a cyclic tetrameric structure.24  However, the modern age of the study 

of calixarenes was initiated when Gutsche determined that the products were oligomeric, 

and called them “calixarenes”. 25 

 In 1979, Andreetti, et al. conducted X-ray analyses of calix[4]arene and 

determined that in the solid state a molecule of toluene could be found strongly attached 

inside the cavity, demonstrating the guest binding ability of calixarenes for the first 

time.26  In later research, this group also reported that calixarenes in solution were found 

have ion binding abilities.27 
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The synthesis of calixarenes is relatively simple, as demonstrated in Figure 1.3.  

Formaldehyde is used to treat phenol or resorcinol to yield the cyclic oligomers.  

Calixarenes are named by the number of aromatic units in the structure, with the number 

being expressed in brackets, as shown in Figure 1.4.  The most common and widely used 

calixarenes are the ones with 4, 6, and 8 aryl residues; species with odd numbers of 

residues or larger than 8 units are difficult to produce and isolate.28 

There are many comparisons between calixarenes and cyclodextrins (see section 

below).  Structurally they are very similar, but they differ greatly in their conformational 

flexibility.  Cyclodextrins are rigid, cage- like molecules that can undergo slight structural 

changes to accommodate guests.   In contrast, calixarenes are highly flexible molecules 

capable of rearranging its structure during an “induced fit” complexation, and can even 

experience complete ring inversions. 

 Cornforth was the first to understand the different conformational possibilities of 

calix[4]arene, which can have its aryl groups oriented in the upward (‘u’) or downward 

(‘d’) positions, relative to the ring plane formed by the methylene groups.29,30  The four 

conformations are called ‘cone’ (u,u,u,u,), ‘partial cone’ (u,u,u,d), ‘1,2-alternate’ 

(u,u,d,d), and ‘1-3-alternate (u,d,u,d) (see Figure 1.5). 

The cone conformation is most prevalent in solution at room temperature.  This is 

attributed to the fact that it has strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the 4 

hydroxyl groups.  However, fast interconversion between the conformers occurs at room 

temperature.  As the calixarenes increase in size, the number of possible conformations 

multiplies.  For example, calix[6]arene can exist in 8 conformations, while calix[8]arene 

can have 16 different arrangements.  This makes graphical representations of the
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Figure 1.3.  Calixarenes are synthesized by the reaction of either phenol or resorcinol 
with formaldehyde. 
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Figure 1.4.  Several basic calixarenes are shown. 
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Figure 1.5.  The different possible conformations of calix[4]arene are shown. 
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calixarenes difficult, and introduces complications in attempts to model the structures and 

complexes.  

 Like other macrocyclic host compounds, calixarene-guest complexes usually are a 

result of hydrogen bonding, electrostatic attraction, π−π stacking, van der Waals forces, 

and charge-transfer interactions.  Calixarenes are able to form metal ion complexes with 

many species.31-34  In a striking example of molecular recognition and selectivity, Shinkai 

et al. reported that calix[5]arene and calix[6]arene p-sulfonates were exceptional hosts for 

UO2
2+,  even in the presence of other ions, such as Mg2+, Ni2+, and Cu2+.35   These 

materials have been used to generate resins that can selectively absorb over 100 µg of 

uranium from sea water for every 0.1 g of resin used.  This feat is even more noteworthy 

when one considers the extraordinarily low concentration of uranium in sea water. 

 It has been shown that cavity size and shape both play a significant role in the 

strength of the calixarene-guest interaction.  In revealing work by Sun and Sepaniak, it 

was shown that calix[4]arene is too small to achieve appreciable complexation with 

polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) solutes.  Conversely, calix[8]arene was found to be too 

large to form the necessary “snug fit” between it and the guest.  However, calix[5]arene 

and calix[7]arene were found to be appropriately sized to form the best complexes with 

the PAHs.  Interestingly, it was noted that calix[6]arene poorly complexed the PAHs, 

despite its seemingly ideal size.  Molecular modeling of the structure, however, revealed 

that in its minimized energy state, the calix[6]arene assumes a more flat configuration, 

essentially losing its accommodating shape and cavity. 

Calixarenes have proven their ability to include neutral organic molecules as 

well.37-39  In 1992, Williams and Verhoeven found that a large calix[8]arene derivative 
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could even complex with C60.40   Among a myriad of other uses, calixarenes have been 

used as catalysts,41 in ion separations,42 and molecular separations.43    

Cyclodextrins  

Several unique aspects of cyclodextrins afford them a distinguished position in 

host-guest chemistry.  First, CDs are easy and very inexpensive to produce, being 

synthesized from abundant natural starch by a simple enzymic conversion.   Second, they 

are produced industrially on large scale (metric tons per year) without producing toxic bi-

products.  Third, they are non-toxic and can be extensively used by people in food, 

medicine, and cosmetics. 44 

Villiers was the first to publish about a CD in 1891 when he reported that 

digesting starch with the bacteria Bacillus Amylobacter produced a crystalline 

substance.45  After recrystallizing he noted two distinct species were formed (which were 

most likely α- and β-CD).  Schardinger, who also worked with bacterial digestion of 

starch helped to develop the fundamentals of CD chemistry with his efforts.46  Later in the 

1930s, Pringsheim significantly advanced the progress of CD research when he 

discovered that organic compounds have a strong propensity to form complexes with 

crystalline CDs. 47,48 

Further developments occurred in the 1930s and 1940s when Freundenberg 

discovered CDs are comprised of maltose units, linked only by alpha 1-4-glycosidic 

linkages.49,50 He is also credited with establishing that the CD structure was cyclic in 

nature.51  Another milestone in CD chemistry was reached in 1948 when γ-CD was 

discovered.52 
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CDs are made up of a ring of D(+) glucopyranose units bound together by α-

(1,4)- linkages (Figure 1.6).  CDs with 6, 7, and 8 ring units are the most common, and 

they are called α, β , and γ-CD, respectively.  Secondary hydroxyl groups align the rim of 

the CD on one side, primary hydroxyl groups are found on the other.  The shape 

resembles that of a bowl, or a torus, with one opening of the cavity being wider than the 

other.  The CDs cavities are wider where the secondary hydroxyl groups reside, at the C2 

and C3 positions, while it is more constricted on the side with the primary hydroxyl 

groups.   

Intramolecular interactions occur as the secondary hydroxyl groups at C2 and C3 

can form hydrogen bonds.  This restricts free movement of their relative positions, but the 

primary hydroxyl groups are free to move around.53-55   C2 – C3 attractions are strongest 

in β-CD where the secondary hydroxyl groups form a rigid belt around the top of the 

structure characterized by 6 hydrogen bonds.  This intramolecular attraction is the reason 

the natural cyclodextrins are able to maintain their rigid structure and basket-like cavities.  

α-CD, with one less ring unit, has one of the –OH groups in a distorted position so that 

only 4 hydrogen bonds can be formed.  The γ-CD is a more flexible coplanar structure 

which can deviate from the bowl- like shape, allows it to be the most soluble of these 3 

CDs.   

In the past decade, several larger CDs have been isolated and studied.  CDs with 

greater than 8 glucopyrnose rings are frequently found to have mostly collapsed 

structures resulting in real cavities that are smaller in volume than that of γ-CD.56  (See 

Figure 1.7)  Therefore use of these larger structures as inclusion hosts will most likely 
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Figure 1.6.  The structure of α, β , and γ-CD is shown. 
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Figure 1.7.  Cyclodextrins with 9 ring units (A : δ-CD), 10 ring units (B : ε-CD), and 14 
ring units (C : ι-CD) are shown.  For clarity, only O2,O3 (dark) and C6 (light) atoms are 
shown.57 
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remain limited.  The dimensions of the three basic CDs are shown in Figure 1.8.   

The cavity of the cyclodextrin is moderately hydrophobic, making it amenable to 

a wide variety of organic guests.  Van der Waals and hydrophobic considerations are 

believed to be the main factors involved in complexation.  58-65  However, steric effects 

and hydrogen bonding play a role as well.66,67  The size of the cavity and the CD ring 

structure is decisively important.  A tight spacial fit of the guest is necessary so that 

multiple instances of the weak forces can add up from various attractions and functional 

groups to allow complexation.  Selectivity is determined by the size, structure, and 

physiochemical properties of both the guest and CD.  There are several books68 and 

journals69 have extensively reviewed CD host-guest chemistry. 

This phenomenon of the CD being able to include guests into its cavity is very 

useful in chromatographic applications.  Non-polar analytes have an affinity for the 

hydrophobic cavity, which allows for an increase in their solubility in an aqueous 

environment.  This is advantageous for those solutes that suffer from problems with 

detectability.  Additionally, some CDs have the ability to experience enantioselective 

interactions with chiral guests through interactions with the secondary hydroxyl carbons.   

CDs have been extensively used in electrophoretic separations of a variety of analytes.70-

76  They are especially well suited for capillary electrophoretic (CE) based separations (as 

discussed in Chapter 2) because they are fairly soluble in aqueous buffers.77  They are 

also optically transparent in the UV spectral region, enabling common UV detection 

methods to still be employed.   
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Figure 1.8.  The dimensions of α, β , and γ-CD are shown. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTRODUCTION TO CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 
 

Introduction and History 

Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) is an analytical separation technique where solutes 

migrate with band velocities (Vb) based on an applied electric field (E) across a capillary 

and the electroosmotic (µeo)  and electrophoretic mobilities (µe).     

Vb   =   E   (  µEOF  +  µe)         (2.1) 

The roots of CE can first be traced back to Hittorf, Helmholtz, and Kohlrauch 

who, in the mid 1800s, conducted research into the electrophoresis of small inorganic 

ions.  In 1930, Tiselius performed electrophoresis experiments on proteins, which along 

with some of his other pioneering work in that area, won him the Nobel Prize in 1948.78  

The electrical heating of the free solution electrophoresis system, known as joule 

heating, causes significant band broadening problems.  Aware of this issue, Tiselius 

attempted to remedy it by cooling his cells with circulating water.  Other earlier efforts to 

alleviate joule heating, which are still useful today, included the use of support media 

such as starch or paper to restrict band diffusion.  In 1967 Hjerten found that conducting 

electrophoresis experiments in small diameter tubes (300µm) significantly reduced the 

thermal problems.79  Later in 1979 Verheggen, Mikkers, and Everaerts used a 200µm 

teflon capillary to further reduce band broadening.   

The modern era of CE began in 1981 when Jorgenson and Lukas performed 

separations in narrow bore glass capillaries less than 100µm in diameter.80   The 
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diminutive sizes of these capillaries resulted in efficient dissipation the of electrophoretic 

heat, thereby permitting the application of large fields without thermal dispersion.  The 

explosion of activity that ensued is evidenced by the enormous number of citations in 

recent reviews81,82 and monographs83-86 on the topic of CE.  Advantages relative to high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) include higher efficiency, speed of analysis, 

lower solvent and sample consumption, and the ease with which the running buffer can 

be altered with a wide variety of reagents to change separation selectivity.  

Theory  

In an applied electric field, ions will migrate toward the oppositely biased 

electrode in a process called electrophoresis.  The electrophoretic mobility of the ion is 

defined as the ratio of its velocity to the applied electric field (E):   

                                        (2.2) 

The magnitude of the ion’s mobility is governed by the ratio of the electrical force (FE) 

propelling it to the frictional force (FF) that retards its movement through the given 

media.  These two forces are equal and opposite at equilibrium and relate to the µe 

according to Equation (2.3):  

                                       (2.3) 

The electrical force is simply the product of the electric field and the charge on the ion 

(q), while the frictional force is governed by the radius (r) of the ion, the viscosity (η), 

and the ion’s velocity (V): 
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FE  =  qE         (2.4)                   FF  =  -6πηrV            (2.5) 

These two forces will be equal and opposite at equilibrium, and therefore can be related 

to each other according to Stoke’s law: 

qE    =   6πηrV                            (2.7) 

Solving for (V) and substituting into Equation (2.2) gives: 

                                               (2.8) 

This equation reveals all the parameters that affect the mobility of the ion:  charge, size 

and velocity of the ion, and the viscosity of the solution. 

Electroosmotic Flow 

Electroosmotic flow (EOF) is another important mechanism in CE by which 

solutes are transported through the capillary to the detector.  Capillaries are most often 

made of fused silica, which is a highly crosslinked polymer of silicon dioxide.  The inner 

surface of the capillary is dominated by terminal silanol groups, which become 

deprotonated at higher pH.  It attracts a tightly bound layer of cations from the buffer 

solution forming an electrical double- layer (Figure 2.1).  Next to this layer is a loosely 

associated region that is also generally rich in cations.  The shear plane (or slipping 

plane) is an imaginary surface separating the thin layer of buffer bound to the capillary 

wall.  It shows elastic behavior in contrast to the rest of the buffer that exhibits normal 

viscous behavior.  An electric potential exists at the shear plane called the zeta potential 

(ζ).  
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As the potential is applied across the capillary, the solvated cations near the walls begin 

to migrate toward the negatively biased cathode.  This mass migration induces flow 

(EOF) and sweeps the entire solution down the capillary, including any neutral and 

charged species present.  The magnitude of the EOF is measured in velocity (VEOF) or 

mobility (µEOF): 

                           (2.9) 

or 

                                 (2.10) 

The EOF increases with pH due to more of the silanol groups becoming 

deprotonated and increasing the zeta potential.  At pH values of 4 or less, the EOF is 

almost nonexistent, whereas a pH of 9 or greater results in a completely ionized surface 

and strong flow.  An increase in ionic strength will cause a decrease in EOF.  This is 

because the zeta potential is affected by the buffer concentration as described by the 

expression in Equation (2.11), where (δ) is the double- layer thickness or Debye ionic 

radius, (e) is the total excess charge in solution per unit area, and (ε) is the dielectric 

constant: 

 

In the Debye radius expression, (Z) is the total number of valence electrons and 

(C) is the buffer concentration.  As can be seen from these equations, the EOF decreases 

with the square root of the buffer concentration.  Additionally higher ionic strength will 
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increase the current across the capillary and exacerbate joule heating and band 

broadening.  Therefore, buffer component concentrations are typically kept around the 

10-20 mM range in CE.   

Observed Mobility 

As stated in Equation (2.1), the observed velocity of a band is governed by the 

applied electrical potential, the EOF, and the solute’s own electrophoretic mobility in the 

applied field: 

Vb   =   E   (  µEOF  +  µe)                 (2.1) 

The observed mobility (µobs) of a solute is a function of its electrophoretic mobility and 

the EOF: 

      µobs   =  µEOF  +  µe                 (2.13) 

A depiction of the different effective mobilities for charged and neutral species is 

shown in Figure 2.2.   Neutral species will move at the same speed as EOF because they 

do not experience any electrophoretic mobility.  However, the cations will migrate 

toward the negatively biased cathode, making their µobs higher than EOF.  Since the µe is 

determined by the charge to mass ratio, smaller cations will experience greater observed 

mobility than equally charged more massive cations.  Similarly, the smallest anions will 

electromigrate fastest toward the anode, essentially “swimming upstream” against the 

EOF.   

The migration time (t) of a given solute band can be determined by Equation 

(2.14), where (L) is the total length of the capillary, (l) is the effective length of the 

capillary from inlet to the detection site, and (V) is the velocity of the band.
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                               (2.14) 

Efficiency and Resolution 

Efficiency and band broadening are primarily dependant upon diffusion in CE, 

because flow profile does not introduce a large amount dispersion like it does in some 

pressure driven separation techniques.  The EOF exhibits a flow profile that is plug- like 

in nature.  This is the principal phenomenon in CE that is responsible for the 

extraordinarily high separation efficiencies that can be achieved.  Unlike the parabolic 

flow that arises from hydrodynamic pressures in techniques such as HPLC, the plug- like 

flow characteristic greatly reduces band broadening  (Figure 2.3).  With parabolic flow, 

hydrodynamic pressure forces the solution in the middle of the column to move faster 

than the solution near the walls.  This results in band broadening as the parabola shaped 

band diffuses laterally, making a wider band.  There is substantially less band broadening 

with the plug- like flow, resulting in significantly more narrow bands.   

The width of a peak at its baseline (wb) is equal to 4 times the standard deviation 

of the peak (σ): 

    wb = 4σ                                      (2.15) 

Efficiency (N) is the number of theoretical plates and can be defined by σ : 

                                                (2.16) 

The variance (σ2) in CE is diffusion dependant and can be given by the equation:
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Figure 2.3.  The effect of parabolic flow vs. plug- like flow on a solute band (a) is shown 
in (b).  Plug- like flow results in more efficient bands (c). 
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                                  (2.17) 

Where (D) is the diffusion coefficient.  Relating this to (N), the fundamental equation for 

efficiency in CE is obtained: 

                      (2.18) 

             Although the dominant factor contributing to band broadening in CE is diffusion, 

other phenomenon do have a measurable effect.  The total variance of the system (σ2 
T) is 

the sum of all of these factors and includes contributions from diffusion (dif), injection 

(inj), temperature (tem), adsorption (ads), electrodispersion (eld), detector (det), and any 

additional contributing factor (misc): 

σ2 
T  =  σ

2
dif + σ2

inj + σ2
tem + σ2

ads + σ2
eld + σ2

det + σ2
misc      (2.19) 

The resolution (Rs) can be calculated from the electropherogram itself using the 

width of the two peaks at baseline (W1, W2) and the difference in migration time between 

them (∆t): 

                                                       

(2.20) 

Resolution is based on efficiency, and can also be described using the difference in 

electrophoretic mobility (∆µ) and the average mobility of the two peaks (µavg): 

               (2.21) 
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Instrumentation 

One of the main advantages of CE is the simple instrumentation.  A schematic 

diagram of the components is shown in Figure 2.4.  These basic components are easily 

put together in a homemade system.  A power supply that can generate up to 30 kV is 

used to apply the electrical potential across the capillary.  The capillary is generally 20 to 

70 cm long, with inner diameters between 10 and 75 µm and the terminal ends are placed 

into vials containing the buffer solution.  A window in the capillary is prepared by 

removing the protective polyamide coating on the capillary so that an optical detection 

method can be used.  Fluorescence, laser- induced fluorescence, and UV/Vis detection are 

common.  The sample can be introduced by electrokinetic injection or pressure injection.  

For pressure injection, positive pressure is applied to the capillary for a given amount of 

time to introduce the sample.  Alternatively, negative pressure can be used to suck in the 

sample.  With electrokinetic injection, the sample is introduced into the capillary by 

electrophoresis by applying an electric field for a given period of time.  Commercial 

instruments often apply a pressure to a sealed sample vial to introduce the sample into the 

capillary. used to apply the electrical potential across the capillary.   

The capillary is generally 20 to 70 cm long, with inner diameters between 10 and 

75 µm and the terminal ends are placed into vials containing the buffer solution.  A 

window in the capillary is prepared by removing the protective polyamide coating on the 

capillary so that an optical detection method can be used.  Fluorescence, laser- induced 

fluorescence, and UV/Vis detection are common.  The sample can be introduced by 

electrokinetic injection or pressure injection.  For pressure injection, positive pressure is 

applied to the capillary for a given amount of time to introduce the sample. 
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Figure 2.4.  A schematic diagram of a CE system. 
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Alternatively, negative pressure can be used to suck in the sample.  With electrokinetic 

injection, the sample is introduced into the capillary by electrophoresis by applying an 

electric field for a given period of time.  Commercial instruments often apply a pressure 

to a sealed sample vial to introduce the sample into the capillary. 

Buffer Additives 

The purpose of the buffer in CE is to provide precise control of the pH and 

maintain a steady EOF.  A wide variety of buffers are possible, and phosphate or borate 

buffers are most common.  Concentrations generally range between 10 and 100 mM.   

Many different types of reagents are commonly added to the running buffer in CE 

to achieve functions other than maintaining the pH.  Organic solvents can be added to 

change the hydrophobicity and increase solubility of non-polar compounds. Reagents 

such as polyamines, linear polymers, and cationic surfactants are sometimes included to 

reduce the problems of solutes sticking to the walls, or to modify EOF.   

The use of some additives can extend the utility of CE well beyond the simple 

separation of charged species based on their size to charge ratio.  By the use of 

compounds for which solutes have an affinity, a differential partitioning between the 

additive and the buffer can occur, essentially forming a “pseudophase” within the 

capillary.  There are a wide variety of additives of this nature, including surfactants, 

cyclodextrins,87 dendrimers,88 macrocyclic antibiotics,89 crown ethers,90 polymeric ion-

exchangers,91,92 and polymeric surfactants.93 

Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography   

The technique of adding a surfactant to the buffer to modify the mobility of the 

solutes is called micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC).  This advance was first 
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reported by Terabe, et al. in 1984 and 1985.94,95   When a surfactant such as sodium 

dodecylsulfate (SDS) is present above a certain concentration known as the critical 

micelle concentration (CMC), aggregates called micelles spontaneously form.  Other 

examples of molecular aggregates used as a “pseudophase” include microemulsions,96-98 

liposomes,99 and vesicles.100   

In solution, the long hydrophobic portion of surfactant molecules collect together 

to minimize the surface exposed to the aqueous environment.  The polar ends orient 

themselves on the outside of this collection and a charged micelle is formed (Figure 2.5).  

The overall negative charge of the micelle imparts upon it a mobility that is opposite of 

the EOF.  As solutes partition between the micelle and the running buffer, the observed 

mobility of the solute is modified as illustrated in Figure 2.6.  Neutral solutes can be 

separated with MEKC in this manner based on their differential affinity for the micelles.  

Charged solutes also experience this partitioning and are simultaneously separated both 

electrophoretically and by the interaction with the micelles.101 

In general, solutes elute within a window bound by the void time of the system 

(to) and the effective retention time of the charged micelles (tmc).  The velocity of a 

neutral solute band in MEKC is given by Eq. 2.22, 

  Vb   =   E   (  fmic .  µmic  +  frb  .   µeo)     (2.22) 

where fmic and frb are the fractional amount of the solute in the micellar and running 

buffer phases, respectively, and µmic is the net mobility of the micelles.  In general, the 

elution characteristics of MEKC resemble that of reversed phase HPLC; i.e., retention 

scales as the lipophibicity of the analyte.  The fundamental equation for the capacity 

factor (k’) in MEKC is: 
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Figure 2.5.  The surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate aggregates into a micelle at conditions 
above the critical micelle concentration. 
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Figure 2.6.  Neutral and charged solutes partition between the buffer and micelles in a 
MEKC separation.  The observed mobility (µobs) of the analyte is dependant upon the 
electrophoretic mobility of the analyte (µanalyte), the electroosmotic flow (µeof), and the 
mobility of the analyte in the micelle (µmc). 
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                  (2.23) 

where tR is the retention time of the solute.  As the velocity of the micelles approach zero, 

they essentially do effectively become a stationary phase.  When (tmc) approaches 

infinity, Equation (2.23) becomes the general chromatographic equation for (k’). 

Resolution for  two solutes in MEKC is given by Equation (2.24). The separation 

factor (α) = [A]mc[B]rb / [A]rb[B]mc , where the concentrations of solute [A] and [B] in 

both the running buffer (rb) and micelles (mc) are given.   

 

   (2.24) 

Again, it can be seen that as the tmc approaches infinity, the equation reduces to the 

classical chromatographic expression for resolution. 

Cyclodextrin Modified MEKC and Cyclodextrin Distribution Electrochromatography 

Natural and synthetic macrocyclic compounds have demonstrated utility for 

chemical separations.   Macrocycle reagents have a higher order of selectivity than is 

generally possible with micellar systems.  Moreover, the molecular architecture of many 

macrocycles may be computationally modeled and synthetically adjusted to probe analyte 

recognition.  Also, combinations of the macrocycles may be employed with predictable 

effects.  Surfactant mixtures cannot be used in the same manner because of the formation 

of structurally complicated and dynamic mixed micelles.   
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The macrocycles that have received the greatest attention are the CDs.  Native 

CDs are neutral, cylindrical-shaped, macrocyclic sugar molecules that posses a 

hydrophobic cavity and a hydrophilic exterior, as described in Chapter 1.  CDs have the 

distinct advantage that they are transparent in the UV-Vis spectrum, which is very 

commonly used in CE.  This allows analytes with absorbance in the UV-Vis spectral 

region to be detected without interference from the CDs.   

A popular technique is to combine cyclodextrins into the running buffer of a 

MEKC separation, known as cyclodextrin modified MEKC.  One difficulty in MEKC is 

that the affinity of many hydrophobic solutes for the micelles is so high that they 

sometimes all co-elute with each other at (tmc).  When cyclodextrins are added to the 

mixture they compete with the micelles for the solutes, which can have selective 

associations with the CDs.  This secondary pseudophase selectively forces the solutes to 

have the mobility of the EOF when associated with the neutral CDs  

If equilibrium constants for this complex formation differ between solutes, 

separation is achieved.  Because the separation mechanism is different for CDs (complex 

formation) and micelles (surface interaction), the combination of the two can be a very 

useful technique when dealing with hydrophobic solutes, such as polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons,102,103 polychlorinated biphenyls,104 or nitroaromatic compounds.105  Terabe 

and coworkers have separated positional isomers of dimethylnaphthalenes and optical 

isomers of dansylated amino acids using and SDS buffer modified with γ-CD.106 

Another application involving CDs is called Cyclodextrin Distribution Capillary 

Electrochromatography (CDCE).107  In this technique charged CDs are employed in the 

running buffer, sometimes mixed with another neutral CD or multiple CDs.  The charged 
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cyclodextrin will selectively modify the mobility of the solute while it is complexed, 

providing the basis for separation.  The neutral CDs compete for the analytes.  The 

velocity of the solute band (Vb) will be dependant on the fraction of time (f) the solute 

spends in the CDs and the running buffer: 

Vb  = fCD1VCD1  +  fCD2VCD2  +  fCD3VCD3 +  ….  + frbVEOF          (2.25) 

Chiral Recognition 

In the area of chiral recognition, CE has established itself as being a versatile 

technique, and distinctly superior to LC in terms of cost, speed, and resolution.  

Gassmann, et al. were the first to demonstrate chiral recognition in CE by adding cupric 

ion and L-histidine to the running buffer and separating dansyl amino acids.108  Chiral 

surfactants and mixed micelles have been used as well.109,110 

Today, the reagents used most for chiral CE separations are cyclodextrins.  Since 

1989 when Fanali first used CDs for a chiral separation of optical isomers,111 hundreds of 

published works in this area have appeared.  Because CDs lend themselves easily to 

derivatization, CD buffer additives beyond the traditional α-, β-, and γ-CD appeared soon 

afterwards.112-114  Later, in 1994 the first charged CDs were used, which migrate opposite 

the EOF and further enhance separation.115  The charged Carboxymethyl β-CD (degree of 

substitution 3.6 and 6.0) and succinylated β-CD (degree of substitution 3.5) were in 

enantiomeric separations by Schmitt and Engelhardt.114 

Vigh and coworkers developed the next generation of CDs by synthesizing and 

using highly charged, single isomer CDs for chiral separations.116,117  This not only 

alleviates the problems of multiple isomers with charged CDs, but also allows for the 

enantiomeric separations to have the advantage of very large elution window (the time 
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between the elution of the charged CD and to).  Also, the additional charge on the CD 

enables even more electrostatic interaction between the solutes and CD, significantly 

influencing the enantiomeric separation.  Work using Vigh’s highly charged cyclodextrin 

and others used for chiral separations of dansylated amino acids is presented in  

Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONAL MOLECULAR 
MODELING 

 
Introduction  

Chemists have been attempting to create increasingly realistic and useful models 

of atoms and molecules for centuries.  In the early 1800s Dalton’s model  first described 

atoms as tiny, indivisible, indestructible particles that have a certain mass, size, and 

chemical behavior.  Building on a model proposed by Kelvin in 1902, Thompson 

developed a “plum pudding” model of the atom where atoms were composed of spheres 

of evenly distributed positive and negative charges.   

Rutherford, Bohr, Schrodinger, and others expanded and improved upon previous 

models to give us our current working model of the atom.  The noteworthy point is that 

models change and improve over time.  The pattern of improvement has generally been 

characterized by “quantum leaps” in understanding, which open the flood-gates of 

advancement as scientist utilize their new knowledge.    

Today we have a wide array of models and systems designed to simulate and help 

understand the processes and interactions that occur at the molecular level.  Scientists 

today are now armed with computers, which allow previously unattainable levels of 

calculations to be performed, new data analysis techniques to be used, and enable 

visualization methods that are drastically improving our understanding of the chemical 

world.  This chapter will take a broad look at molecular modeling and discuss how 
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different models are designed and function, and explore how some of these modeling 

techniques are optimally utilized.   

Molecular Mechanics 

 Molecular mechanics (MM) is a non-quantum mechanical computational method 

of determining the energy and structure of a molecule.  In the simplest sense, MM 

predicts the most energetically favorable conformations of a molecule.  This is done by 

considering the molecule as a collection of atomic nuclei held together by elastic bonds 

having differing force constants.  The forces that hold the atoms together are described by 

potential energy functions of bond lengths, bond angles, and non-covalent bonding 

interactions.  The potential energy functions are calculated with respect to an “ideal” 

structure of the molecule in question (they are relative).  The sum of these energies is the 

energy of the molecule in a given configuration.  The geometry of the nuclei in the 

molecule can be altered (configuration changed) and the energy recalculated in pursuit of 

energetically favorable conformers.  MM is generally much faster than quantum 

mechanical calculations, because EFFs deal with electrons in a more direct and simple 

manner.118 

Force Fields 

 There have been many force fields developed over the past few decades.  A 

discussion of the general approaches of all force fields is presented here rather than an 

attempt to review all such efforts. A list and description of well known and often used 

force fields can be found in Appendix A.1.   

 Force fields describe chemical bonds by stretching, bending, and torsional 

potentials.  Ab initio data at the Hartree-Fock level is used to determine the parameters 
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for the bonded interaction.  Electrostatic interactions are addressed by calculating and 

assigning partial charges to the atoms.   

The energy, E, of a molecule derived from a force field is given by a sum of 

energy contributions.  The earliest MM models used force fields that added only three 

energy terms: the contribution from the energy in a bond (Ebonds), the contribution from 

each bonding angle (Eangles), and the energy of van der Waals forces (Evdw).119-121  

However, later it was determined that a term for the torsion angles, Etorsion,  was 

important.  Energy contributions from charge interactions, Echarge, were also found to be 

necessary for the force field to function properly for molecules with electronegative 

groups. 

Most force fields use these energy terms, and follow the general pattern shown in 

the expression below (Equation 3.1.)  Force fields are often individualized by additional 

terms as well (Emisc). 

EMM  =  Ebonds  + Eangles + Evdw + Etorsion + Echarge + Emisc           (3.1) 

A review of different force field approaches was published as early as 1956,122  in which 

Hendrickson accurately predicted that “machine computation” would be the future of 

molecular mechanics calculations.123   

 Ebonds is the first term in the force field expressions, dealing with the bond 

stretching energy. As described in Figure 3.1, the bond is treated as a spring.  The energy 

can be described by Hooke’s law approximation, which gives a harmonic energy curve.  

The energy, Ebonds, is the square of the displacement of the two atoms (l – lo), multiplied 

by the “spring constant” (k):   

Ebonds  =  k1 ( l – lo )
2                 (3.2)
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                                Ebonds 

 

 

Figure 3.1.  A chemical bond is treated as a spring.  The plot below shows change of 
energy with bond length, and Hooke’s Law approximation (dashed). 
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As can be seen from the Equation 3.2, the energy increases during both compression and 

stretching of the bond.  Hooke’s Law approximation (Figure 3.1, dashed line) would 

dictate that the energy continually increase as the bond stretching is increased.  However, 

in real bonds the attraction between atoms will eventually deviate from the “spring 

constant” value, k, and the bond will be broken.  A distance dependant k value is 

therefore sometimes implemented for Ebonds calculations, with the values being 

determined by X-ray diffraction and infra-red spectroscopy.  There are large databases of 

such information, from which force fields can obtain their parameters.118 

The bending of a bond angle between two atoms (Eangles), can be described by 

Equation 3.3, where the energy is dependant on the square of the displacement from 

equilibrium (see Figure 3.2 a): 

Eangles  =  kθ ( θ – θo )
2                         (3.3) 

The torsional angle energy (Etorsion) is also shown represented in Figure 3.2 b.  Energy 

barriers to rotation occur as molecules rotate along single bonds.  This energy can be 

calculated by a partial Fourier series: 

Etorsion = V1/2 (1 + cos θ) + V2/2 (1 - cos 2θ) + V1/2 (1 + cos 3θ)       (3.4) 

where (θ) is the torsion angle between the four atoms involved.  These rotation barrier 

parameters are found in databases of experimental data from microwave spectroscopy 

and NMR measurements. 

 Atoms behave as though they have a definite size, and the van der Waals radius is 

a measure of this.  As atoms approach each other at very close ranges, the energy goes up 

very quickly (see Hooke’s Law approximation, Figure 3.2).  The van der Waals radius is 
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Figure 3.2.  Angle bending of atoms (a) is shown.  The constraining of a torsion angle (b) 
creates a barrier to rotation, as shown in a typical plot of energy vs. rotational angle, θ. 
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usually estimated from X-ray diffraction experiments.  The kinetic theory of gases also 

allows for cross-sectional areas to be calculated.124  The energy of van der Waals 

interactions (Evdw) is a measure of the interaction between atoms that are separated by 

three or more bonds.  This is because the Eangle and Etorsion already deal with the closer 

interactions.  The Lennard-Jones potential uses a 1/r12 term, and various force fields use 

this in expressions for Evdw and give similar results.  The expression for Evdw and other 

energy terms can be found in Appendix A.2.   

 Coulomb’s Law is used to calculate the energy of electrostatic attractions and 

repulsions (Equation 3.5).  Charge-charge interactions are determined via a partial charge 

assigned to every atom. 

                     (3.5) 

The partial charges from the two atoms are included in Equation 3.5 as q1 and q2.  The 

attractive or repulsive force between the two charged particles has a 1/r2 dependance, and 

the energy has a 1/r dependance. ε is the dielectric constant.  Calculation of the partial 

charges is frequently accomplished by considering their electronegativity, as used in a 

technique developed by Gasteiger et al.125 

The number of calculations needed to determine Echarge rises exponentially with 

the number of atoms to address.  Echarge must be calculated by adding up the resulting 

energies for all pairs of atoms.  For a molecule with N atoms, there are N2 interactions to 

consider.  A common approach is to specify a cut-off distance, where atoms separated by 

this distance or more are considered to have no interaction. 
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Most force fields also apply additional energy consideration terms to the 

calculation of EMM.  For example, the stretching of a bond may also affect the bending of 

that bond.  These effects are usually added into the Emisc term to improve force field 

results. 

Energy Calculation 

 The thermodynamic value that is most interesting for many experiments is the 

free energy (G).  However, since this value is dependant on the entropy of the molecule, 

free energy can be difficult to calculate directly from modeling results.  Molecular 

mechanics calculations will yield the EMM energy (as described in Equation 3.1) by 

summing up all the various interactions between atoms.  This value is not the free energy, 

but it does relate to it. 

 EMM is most closely comparable to the internal energy (U) of a molecule.  

Because absolute values of EMM are generally not based on a zero point, differences in 

energy are used to relate it to the change in internal energy (∆EMM and ∆U).  This has the 

additional advantage that errors in certain calculations may cancel.   

 The internal energy can be related to the other thermodynamic quantities using 

standard equations.  The enthalpy is given by: 

H = U + PV       (3.6)       

          and 

     ∆H = ∆U + P∆V       (3.7) 
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where V is the volume and P is the pressure.  If there is no external pressure to consider, 

such as in a molecular mechanics calculation, the enthalpy can be related to the 

calculated energy: 

    ∆H  ˜   ∆U  ˜   EMM         (3.8) 

The fundamental equation for free energy change (∆G) shows its relation to enthalpy: 

      ∆G = ∆Η - T∆S       (3.9) 

where ∆S is the change in entropy and T is the temperature.  Under certain circumstance 

the change in entropy can be considered to be small, and the molecular mechanics energy 

can be considered a reasonable approximation of ∆G. 

Conformation Searching 

 Single low energy conformations usually do not adequately describe most 

molecules.  The lowest energy conformation (global minimum) is generally useful 

information, but many structures near the global minimum are also very important.  

Conformation searching can be used to find these structures, and can be conducted in 

different ways. 

Systematic Search 

A systematic search is a type of conformation searching that assumes the various 

possible conformations of a molecule are only different in their torsion angles. Every 

possible combination of torsion angles is explored by systematically creating and 

minimizing each one. In principle, all possible minima are addressed, including the 

global minimum.  The time to interrogate the angles is usually very long, unless the 

possible torsion angles are restricted to large rotational increments..  This approach is 
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rather comprehensive in its intent, but necessitates an extraordinary amount of 

computation, even for small molecules.    

Monte Carlo Searching 

 Monte Carlo (MC) searching is another method to find molecular conformations 

that is generally faster than the exhaustive systematic technique.  MC searching is also 

called semi-random searching, and is based on the idea that most structurally important 

low energy configurations will have many features in common.  Once a low energy 

conformation has been identified, then small changes are made to it by moving one or 

two atoms or twisting angles slightly.126-128   

 MC starts by considering all the atoms as particles and determines the initial 

energy (E1) of this system.  Then a second configuration is generated by randomly 

moving some of the particles in the system, and the energy (E2) is calculated.  The 

second configuration is determined to be important if E2<E1 with some probability: 

p = exp[(E2 – E1)/kt]                       (3.10) 

Large numbers of these energetically important conformations are created which are then 

analyzed or averaged.  MC searching has been commonly used to study the arrangements 

of solvent molecules around solutes.118 

 The utility of MC methods that use the Metropolis criteria129  have been 

demonstrated as being competitive with molecular dynamics simulations for studies 

involving liquid simulations, and in rigid systems with small numbers of variable torsion 

angles.130-134  Larger systems are more efficiently studied with molecular dynamics (MD) 
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to simulate complex molecules135 when using Cartesian coordinates of the atoms as the 

natural variables of motion. 

Molecular Dynamics  

 Molecular dynamics (MD) is a molecular modeling method used to simulate 

molecules in motion.  The molecule is set in motion by giving kinetic energy to each 

atom in the structure.  As the molecule then moves around, the Newtonian equations of 

motion can be used to describe its behavior: 

F i (t)  =  miai  =  miδ
2ri(t)/δt2            (3.11) 

where Fi(t), ai(t) and ri(t) are the force, acceleration and position of an atom i at the time t, 

respectively.  A force field (like those used in molecular mechanics) is selected to 

determine the potential function for each atom in this calculation.  The equations of 

motion are used with the calculated velocities and positions to create a history of the 

system’s motion.  Small time steps are needed in this technique, necessarily small in 

comparison with the highest frequency motion in the molecule (usually hydrogen bond 

stretching).136  With time steps in the region of 1 femtosecond to picosecond, only very 

fast molecular phenomenon can be studied.   

Molecular dynamics simulations are most useful in large systems, where the 

amount of computation is beyond the scope of systematic searching, i.e. protein or other 

macromolecular conformations.  MD has been successfully employed to study large 

biomolecules in many cases,137-142 and been used to simulate peptides,143,144 proteins145 

and non-peptide biopolymers.146,147   
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MD is also frequently used in a process called simulated annealing.148  This 

process works by making random changes to the structure and evaluating whether the 

new or old structure is more energetically favorable, using the Metropolis criterion.129  

Simulated annealing was designed as a technique to accomplish both a computational 

model of experimental annealing techiniques, and to use temperature as a mechanism 

with which to overcome torsional barriers in structures. 

Simulated annealing is similar to experimental annealing, where the compound is 

heated and cooled slowly so that the resulting structure is more thermodynamically 

favorable rather than kinetically favored.  In the computational version, the temperature is 

systematically increased and decreased for a structure with initially random velocities and 

configurations for each atom.  As the temperature is cycled, the motion of the molecule is 

traced.  Simulated Annealing has a higher chance of finding the global minimum the 

slower the energy is removed.  The computing time, however, increases proportionally 

with the degree to which the cooling is slowed down.149 

Molecular Graphics 

With the very large amounts of data that are generated by molecular mechanics, 

molecular dynamics, and Monte Carlo simulations, methods to manage and analyze the 

information are very important.  Molecular graphics and visualization techniques can 

present the vast collections of data in understandable, manageable formats.  Different 

rendering options like ball-and-stick, line, and space-filled are useful for viewing 

molecular structures.  Three dimensional views are another frequently used molecular 

graphic, made additionally useful by images that emphasize interesting structural, 

chemical, or reactivity features of the molecule.  Dynamic processes can be simulated 
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and viewed as movies.   Molecular graphics allow the user to stand back from the 

theories and equations and conceptualize the “big picture” of the many processes 

occurring at the molecular level. 

One exceptionally useful molecular graphics tool is known as MolCAD 

(Molecular Computer Aided Design), and is part of the Sybyl software from Tripos.150   

MolCAD can generate a visual representation of a molecule’s surface using different 

methods.  Connolly surfaces and electron density surfaces are methods generally used for 

all molecules.  Ribbon representations are useful for large macromolecular systems, like 

proteins, where other visualizations are not adequate.  The protein is usually shown as a 

ribbon, and it can be colored based on atomic flexibility, residue flexibility, packing 

density, or residue lipophilicity.    

The Connolly surface is constructed by calculating the solvent accessible surface 

of a molecule using the coordinates of all the atoms in the molecule.151,152  The electron 

density surface is similar, but the procedure is based on a program from Gopinathan et 

al.153  A three dimensional grid is set up, and the electron density is evaluated at each grid 

point using the sum of all the densities that can contribute to that point.   Once a surface 

is generated, MolCAD is capable of color coding the surface by mapping chemical 

properties onto it, including the electrostatic potential, hydrogen bonding properties, and 

lipophillic potential.  The electric field can also be displayed on the surfaces;  it is defined 

as the gradient of the electrostatic potential.   

Minimization 

Minimization is the process by which the energy of a molecule is reduced using 

some algorithm in an attempt to move toward the lowest energy structure.  Large 
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numbers of variables (Cartesian coordinates) are optimized during the minimization 

process.  There are 3xN number of variables to optimize, where N is the number of atoms 

in the system.  There are different optimization algorithms that can be used, and they fall 

into two categories.   Methods that decide on the minimization direction using the slope 

of the potential energy surface are called derivative methods, while methods that do not 

are called non-derivative methods.149 

 The simplex method is the most widely used non-derivative process.154 It is used 

on an atom by atom basis until the force on any atom is below a designated value.  The 

minimization process is best described in two dimensions.  It begins with three points 

being chosen to form a triangle.  The energy is calculated at each point, and the one with 

the highest value is identified.  The triangle is reflected from that point through the line 

made by the other two point, creating a new triangle.  This process continues and results 

in the triangle repeatedly reflecting downhill toward lower energy configurations.  

Additional functionality beyond this simple scheme is usually incorporated into the 

simplex method.  For example, if the minimization is proceeding progressively downhill 

in a constant direction, larger steps can be triggered.   At some point the simplex will zero 

in on a minimum energy using smaller and smaller steps until the step increment is so 

small that no differences in energy between the points is observed.  The three 

dimensional simplex process can be achieved by the use of an initial four points, 

generating a tetrahedron.  This is then treated in a manner analogous to the two 

dimensional process, where the shape is reflected through the plane of the three points 

with the lowest energy.  Simplex is most useful for dealing with highly distorted 
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structures, where derivative methods cannot work because of discontinuous potential 

energy surfaces.149 

In derivative methods, the atomic coordinates of all the atoms are simultaneously 

altered based on the first derivative of the energy equation with respect to the degrees of 

freedom.  Derivative methods are divided into four different classes: 

(a) Steepest Descents 
(b)   Newton Raphson 
(c)  Conjugate Gradients 
(d)  Variable Metrics 
 
The most basic approach is taken by steepest descents, which simply finds the 

direction of the steepest slope and goes downhill in that direction.  The Newton Raphon 

method, which works better than steepest descents for large molecules, determines the 

minimization direction by accounting for the both potential energy gradient and its 

curvature.   

 Conjugate gradient and variable metrics methods employ an algorithm that takes 

information from multiple line searches and uses it to decide the direction to proceed for 

the rest of the minimization.155  A line search works by selecting a direction from the 

current position in the n-dimensional space.  Steps are taken in that direction, and  a 

quadratic interpolation is performed once a minimum is bracketed to pinpoint the 

minimum.  The search continues until the change between the current minimum and the 

previously found minima is within a specified value.  A Wolfe line search is a more 

advanced form of the conventional line search in that it is three times faster and is more 

tolerant to inexact line searches.  The Powell method is a very popular form of conjugate 
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gradient minimization156 which uses more advanced rules than the general conjugate 

gradient method and utilizes the Wolfe line search.   

 Minimization of the atomic coordinates of the structure proceeds in steps until a 

minimum of energy is reached. It generally fails to produce the global minimum; a local 

minimum close to the starting coordinates is almost always the result. One approach to 

determining the global minimum, is to systematically use different sets of starting 

coordinates.  This form of conformational searching is used in the work described in later 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF A GRID CONFORMATION-SEARCHING 
MODELING TECHNIQUE 

 
 
Introduction 
 

The development of this grid conformation-searching modeling technique was 

performed using cyclodextrin-modified CE.  The choice of CE as the mode of separation 

was based on its exceptional separation efficiency and the fact that the reagents used to 

selectively modify analyte migration rates are fluid components in the CE running buffer.  

The latter point renders the modeling of macrocyclic host-analyte interactions more 

manageable than in conventional chromatographic techniques.  Insights into molecular 

recognition for conventional reversed phase HPLC have been pursued with differing 

levels of success.157  However, when the phases responsible for recognition are 

immobilized on solid supports as in HPLC, analytes experience heterogeneous 

environments and unpredictable orientation factors.  These complications are greatly 

relaxed with the CE approach.  Moreover, the CE reagent phases can be rapidly changed 

and/or mixed without changing columns or instrumental configurations.   

The system that was chosen to investigate selectivity and molecular recognition 

was the separation of naphthalene derivates using the single isomer carboxymethyl-β-CD 

(CM-β-CD), with the degree of substitution equal to 1.  The analytes that were selected 

(Figure 4.1) were 1,5-dinitronaphthalene (1,5DNN), 1,8-dinitronaphthalene (1,8DNN), 

2,7-dinitronaphthalene (2,7DNN), 1,5-dimethylnaphthalene (1,5DMN), and 1,5-

dihydroxynaphthalene (1,5DHN), and were obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co.
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Figure 4.1.  The naphthalene derivatives used as solutes are shown. 
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(Milwaukee, WI). 

The DNNs (1,5-, 1,8, and 2,7-DNN) were chosen to study if different 

substitutional isomers could be effectively modeled while the DXNs (1,5-DNN, -DMN, 

and -DHN) were chosen to probe the selectivity the CD exhibits toward different 

functional groups.  These solutes were also a good choice because their size and 

hydrophobic nature make them well suited to form complexes in the hydrophobic cavity 

of the CD.  Additionally they all exhibit similar symmetry, reducing the need to model 

CD-solute inclusion in certain configurations that would be redundant.   

 CM-β-CD was selected for several reasons as well.  First, because this buffer 

additive has a -1 charge, it is able to impart an electrophoretic mobility to the neutral 

species in the CDCE separation (Figure 4.2).  Second, CM-β-CD is a single isomer 

unlike multiply charged CDs, which would necessitate modeling every analyte with each 

of the possible isomers.  Given the time and computing intensive nature of the modeling 

experiments, this would simply not have been feasible at the time of this work.  Third, the 

dimensions of the CM-β-CD cavity are such that it can accommodate each solute only 

lengthwise, thereby limiting the orientations to consider.  Additionally it is commercially 

available and is readily soluble in common CE running buffer systems, making it 

amenable to being used as an additive.   

Separations 

 Separations were  performed using a Hewlett Packard automated Capillary 

Electrophoresis system (HP3DCE) with a diode array detector interfaced to a Pentium I 

personal computer.  Fused silica capillaries were obtained from Polymicro Technologies
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Figure 4.2.  The negatively charged CM-β-CD is shown. 
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Inc. (Phoenix, AZ) and were 50 µm inner diameter (i.d.) and 360 µm outer diameter 

(o.d.).   

 The running buffer used was a 10 mM CM-β-CD and 25 mM phosphate solution, 

adjusted to a pH of 5.0 with an Orion Model SA 520 pH meter.  Gasses were removed 

from buffer solutions to prevent disruptions in detection and electroosmotic flow 

reproducibility.  This was accomplished by first placing the buffer in an ultrasonic bath 

for 15 minutes.  Next the solution was passed through a 0.22 micrometer filter before 

being placed under vacuum conditions for 10 minutes.  The buffer was prepared 

immediately before each experiment because it was found that the microorganism growth 

within the solutions would generally render them unusable after 24 hours.  It was 

discovered that they could be stored for up to 36 hours if placed in the refrigerator.  

Adding antimicrobial agents such as sodium azide successfully countered the growth but 

altered separation conditions so it was not used.   

 The samples were prepared by diluting 10-4 M methanol stock solutions with 

running buffer or a buffer-methanol mixture (20% v/v).  Many of the hydrophobic 

analytes were near their solubility limit in the stock solution, so methanol was added to 

the samples to improve solubility.  There was no methanol added to the running buffer, 

and it was found that the small amount of methanol present in the sample during injection 

was insignificant with respect to the separation results. 

 The fused silica capillaries were cut to a length of 48 cm with the coating 

removed at 39.5 cm for detection.  A special preconditioning and washing sequence was 

performed on each capillary used to ensure more reproducible separation conditions.  

This was done because it was found that the charged CDs were sticking to the walls of 
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the capillary and changing the EOF between separations.  The procedure involved first 

flushing the capillary with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide for 5 minutes.  Then a solution of 5% 

(w/w) sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 0.1 M sodium hydroxide was run through for 15 

minutes, followed by rinsing with distilled water for 2 minutes.  The capillary was then 

filled with buffer and ready for use.   

 Injection of the sample was accomplished with 10 mbar of pressure to the inlet 

vial for 6 seconds.  A 15 kV potential was applied for separations, and UV detection was 

achieved by a diode array detector with signals collected at 254 and 205 nm.  The 

separation was conducted at a constant temperature 24 ± 1 oC since distribution 

coefficients are temperature dependent.  

  The resulting electropherogram from this CDCE experiment is shown in Figure 

4.3.  The tch is the mark indicating the elution time of the charged CD.  It is evident that 

the functionalized 1,5-DMN and 1,5-DHN solutes elute later due to stronger interaction 

with the charged CD, while the dinitronaphthalene compounds are less retained due to 

poorer inclusion.  The inclusion constants (Kd) for each of the solutes is shown in Table 

4.1 and were calculated using additional separation experiments described elsewhere.158 

Modeling Experiments 

 The modeling experiments were performed using the Sybyl 6.6 molecular 

modeling software150 and run on a Silicon Graphics Octane workstation with dual 270 

MHz MIPS processors and 768 MB RAM. The solute molecules were constructed with 

the SKETCH feature in Sybyl. The CM-ß-CD molecule was built by using SKETCH to 

modify a ß-CD structure obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center’s 
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Figure 4.3.  The electropherogram from the separation of the naphthalene derivative 
solutes is shown. 
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Table 4.1:  Experimental inclusion constants (Kd) calculated from the separation. 
 
Solute                                Experimental Kd 

  
1,5-DNN          47            
1,8-DNN          65    
2,7-DNN          96    
1,5-DMN         130    
1,5-DHN         490   
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structural database. The molecules were then each minimized in a water environment 

using the Sybyl MAXIMIN2 function with the Tripos force field and the Geistiger-

Hückel charge calculation method.  This was so that the structures of the molecules used 

in these calculations more accurately matched their configurations in the aqueous 

separation environment.  After minimization in the solvent environment, each of the 

water molecules was removed and the remaining structure was stored on the computer’s 

hard drive.  

 There are several force fields available with the Sybyl software, including the 

Kollman and Amber force fields, MM2 (77), MM2 (91) and MM3 (94), Tripos force 

field, and MMFF94. The Tripos force field was selected for use in all the modeling 

experiments.  It was designed and optimized for treating small organic molecules and 

biomolecules,150 which makes it appropriate for this work.  A list of many of the most 

commonly used force fields is presented in Appendix A.1.  The energy terms involved 

with the use of the Tripos Force Field are listed in Appendix A.2. 

 Macro programs were written in Sybyl Programming Language to achieve the 

grid search docking for each solute with the CM-ß-CD. These programs systematically 

translated and rotated the solute into the cavity of the CD as shown in Figure 4.4.  

 The centers of mass were used to help visually align the solute and CD prior to 

docking. The solute was then translated from -5.0 Å out of the CD cavity to 0 Å (centered 

deep inside the cavity) in increments of 0.1 Å. At each of these translational positions, the 

solute was rotated 360 degrees, in increments of 5 degrees. The energy of the solute-CD 

complex was minimized with 100 iterations at each step and recorded to an output file 

along with the translational and rotational coordinates. 
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Figure 4.4. Depiction of the translation and rotation of the solute during the docking 
sequence. The solute is translated toward the CD at 0.1 angstrom steps and rotated with  
increments of 5 degrees at each step. 
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 The output files were imported into the Sigma Plot software159, and 3-dimensional 

plots of all of the minimized energies vs. translational and rotational position were 

created for analysis.  Figure 4.5 shows an example of one of these plots. These energy 

profiles of the explored interaction space between solute and CD revealed several 

interesting features.   

It is very evident that there are certain rotational angle “valleys” that result in very 

favorable interaction energies. These favorable areas are separated by “ridges” of 

energetically unfavorable CD-solute conformations.  These features in the 3-dimensional 

plots were exhibited by all of the solutes in the experiment.  This can be attributed to the 

fact that when the structure of the CD was minimized, it did not have a perfectly circular 

cavity but was instead elliptical.  The solutes are mostly planar due to their common 

naphthalene structures and fit more easily (or poorly) into the cavity with a 180 degree 

repetition.    

It can also be seen from the energy map that the optimal distance for inclusion of 

the solute into CD was unexpectedly found to be about 2 to 5 Angstroms away from the 

center of the cavity. This was characteristic of each of the solutes.  In order to further 

investigate this phenomenon, individual points at both favorable (2-5 Å) and unfavorable 

(0-1 Å) distances were selected and visually observed in the Sybyl program.  It was 

observed that the favorable location away from the center enables the –OH groups on rim 

of the cavity to experience significant electrostatic interactions with the naphthalene π-

system of the solutes.  Additionally, hydrogen bonding was observed to occur at these 

locations between the –OH groups of the CD and the functional groups on the solutes.  

However when the solutes were deep within the cavity of the CD, it was evident that no 
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Figure 4.5.  Three dimensional plot of the energy of interaction vs. translational position 
vs. rotational position of the solute with respect to the CD. 
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such stabilizing forces were occurring.  Moreover the shape of the CD is not a cylinder 

but more like a bowl, with the bottom portion being smaller.  Some of the atoms of the 

solute could be seen “crashing” into atoms of the CD giving some of the very poor 

interaction energies that are apparent around 0-1 Å.  Unfavorable steric forces 

undoubtedly play a role as the solute is forced into this smaller area. 

 Another noteworthy aspect of these plots that is that each of the 4320 points 

explored during docking yielded its own unique energy conformation.  In other words, no 

two CD-solute starting positions were found to minimize to the same configuration.  If 

two starting points were close enough to each other and minimized appropriately, the 

CD-solute structure should minimize to the same low energy conformation.  This brought 

up the possibility that problems with local minima were keeping this method from 

finding the appropriate true low energy conformers.  If the translational and rotational 

increments could be reduced to a small enough size, or if the minimization iterations 

could be increased sufficiently would this then be enough to overcome these local 

minima?  Increasing the number of iterations was found to not be immediately feasible 

given the computing power on hand at the time.  Increasing the translational and 

rotational increments by only one order of magnitude would result in 432,000 points in a 

single docking experiment, which is also prohibitively time consuming.  When additional 

computing power became available later, experiments were designed to address these 

issues and will be discussed further later in this chapter (comprehensive minimization).   

 The data from the output files was also imported into Microsoft Excel for 

calculation of the interaction energy between solute and CD.  To determine the energies 

of the conformers found in all the docking experiments, the energy of the CD and solute 
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before docking was subtracted from the computed energy of each conformer. This 

allowed for comparisons between solutes by accounting for the different starting energies 

of each. Next the energies, ei from all docking positions, i, were entered into Equation 

(4.1) to give an average solute-CD interaction energy, EMM, or <e>.  

Σ   ei exp-(ei/RT)                       
EMM  =   <e>   =      ---------------------                          (4.1) 

                            Σ   exp-(ei/RT)                        
    

 In calculations using Equation 4.1, the gas constant R was multiplied by room 

temperature, T = 298 K; any temperature increases in CE applications due to Joule 

heating were ignored.  This equation considers all points but allows for conformers of the 

most favorable energies to contribute the most to the calculated interaction energy.   

Conversion between energy and distribution coefficients (Kd) was done using the 

equation: 

 ∆G     ≈     <e>      =      -RT ln (Kd / [CD]o)   (4.2) 

To use this equation in such a manner, it is assumed that ∆H is a good approximation of 

<e> and entropy is ignored in the equation: 

∆G = ∆H - T ∆S   (4.3) 

Since all of the solutes exhibit C2 axes and have similar symmetry, we can expect the 

differences in ∆S to be small.  The experimentally determined Kd value of 2,7-DNN was 

used to scale the calculated interaction energies since these values have no physical 

meaning and only the relative differences in calculated interaction energy between 

solutes are important.  The results are shown in Table 4.2.  While the ordering of the Kd 

values was consistent with the observed elution order, the agreement between experiment
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Table 4.2:  The calculated interaction energy <e> with the calculated inclusion constant 
(Kd), compared with the experimental inclusion constant. 
 
Solute       <e>, kcal/mol      Kd  Kd Experimental 
           
1,5-DNN:          +1.64  6.3 x 10-2   47 
1,8-DNN:         +0.69            3.2     65    
2,7-DNN:         - 2.70       96    96 
1,5-DMN:         - 4.83  3.5 x 103  130 
1,5-DHN:          - 8.07  8.4 x 105  490 
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and calculated Kd values did not permit rigorous simulation of the separation, deviating 

substantially from the experimental values. 

Close Valley Inspection 

 It was evident from the 3-dimensional energy plots that there were only certain 

translational and rotational regions energetically favorable enough to be significant in the 

calculation of the interaction energy.  Although it  is seen from Equation 4.1 that all points 

are considered, the contribution to the <e> from the higher “ridges” region of the plots is 

negligible.  The lowest energy regions are the most important areas and were selected for 

“close valley inspection.”  

 Using the 3-dimensional plots and the numerical output data from the previous 

modeling experiment, the regions producing the best interaction energies were selected 

for each solute.  The regional selections were found by using the Sigma Plot software to 

set the lower limit of the energy scale just above the values of best interaction.  This 

resulted in the targeted regions becoming clearly evident as shown in Figure 4.6.    

The range selected for each solute was generally in the translational range of  -4.0 to –1.5 

Å, and in the rotational “valleys” between 120 - 200 degrees and 340 - 20 degrees.   

 New macro programs were written to dock the solute molecules in only these 

selected positions.  In this procedure, the selected docking positions were probed more 

in-depth by changing the rotational increment from 5 degrees to 1 degree. Also, the 

energy of the complex was more extensively minimized by increasing the number of 

minimization iterations to 250.  All other minimization parameters remained the same.  

This was conducted to attempt to overcome local minima issues and to more thoroughly 

search for the best low energy configurations of the solute-CD complex.  The number of
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Figure 4.6.  Graphical plots such as this were used to find the lowest energy translational 
and rotational regions, which were then targeted for more in depth minimization 
experiments.   
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data points considered for each of the solutes in this procedure was the same, allowing for 

valid comparisons of the <e>.  The calculated <e> and Kd values for this experiment are 

listed in Table 4.3. 

 It can be seen that although the calculated values of Kd for this experiment are 

still relatively far from the experimental results, the proper elution order is still predicted.  

The Kd values are also significantly closer to their mark, indicating that this approach was 

a successful step toward achieving a more functional model.   

Flat Docking and Solute Offset Docking 

 Other attempts were made to more carefully address the full interaction space 

between solute and CD and also incorporate higher degrees of freedom into the model.   

Molecular computer aided design (MolCAD) representations of the solutes and CD 

indicated that hydrogen bonding is likely to occur between the functionalities on the 

solutes and the hydroxyl groups on the rim of the CD structure.  MolCAD is a tool in the 

Sybyl software that allows a 3 dimensional picture of the electron density to be displayed.  

Several different properties (lipophilicity, hydrogen bonding potential, electrostatic) can 

then be mapped on the electron density surface and visualized.  Representations of the 

hydrogen bonding potential of the solutes and CD indicated that there might be important 

stabilized conformations found by lining up both func tionalites of the solutes with the CD 

rim during docking (see Figure 4.7).  Confirmation that hydrogen bonding could take 

place in this manner was achieved by using the graphical interface of a Sybyl software 

module specifically designed to reveal hydrogen bonding.  

 Based on this information, docking experiments were designed and performed 

where the solute molecules were docked into the CD “flat”, as opposed to being inserted
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Table 4.3:  Calculated and experimental Kd values for “close valley inspection”. 
 
Solute               <e>, Kcal/mol      Kd  Kd Experimental 
            
1,5-DNN:          - 1.68       17     47 
1,8-DNN:         - 1.76       20     65    
2,7-DNN:         - 2.70       96    96 
1,5-DMN:         - 6.31  4.3 x 104  130 
1,5-DHN:          - 7.91  6.4 x 104  490 
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Figure 4.7.  The hydrogen bonding potential of 2,7-DNN, CM-β-CD, and 1,8-DNN is 
shown. 
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lengthwise.  However, these attempts did not yield any conformations that were 

energetically favorable enough to be significant in the calculation of any of the solutes’ 

interaction energies.   

 Another set of experiments was performed which involved offsetting the solute 

relative to the center of the CD prior to docking (see Figure 4.8) . The solutes were 

moved ± 0.1 and ± 0.2 Å away from the center along the x and y axes before docking.  

The docking was then conducted as usual, but this time exploring the interaction energy 

space offset from the central z-axis.  It was found that there were some lower energy 

conformations discovered in this manner, but the ones that were observed were not 

significant enough to change the predicted elution order.    

Solvent 

 In order to try to more closely mimic the actual separation environment, 

experiments were performed attempting to incorporate the aqueous environment in the 

model.  The docking programs were modified to instruct the Sybyl software to include a 

“droplet” of water molecules around solute and CD.  This droplet consisted of exactly 

168 water molecules arranged in a sphere around the center of the CD-solute system and 

was included at each of the translational and rotational points during docking.   

 It was discovered that with the solvent present in the docking sequence, the 100 

minimization iterations used was barely even enough to finish the initial Simplex method 

for minimizing the structure.  The minimization procedure was now taking into account 

all of the additional 168 water molecules combined with the structure of the CD and 

solute.  100 iterations was simply insufficient for this computationally intensive task.  

The number of iterations was increased to 1000 and the experiments were performed
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Figure 4.8.  Solutes were docked into the cavity starting at positions offset from the 
center in the x and y direction.   
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again.  It was found that even after 1000 iterations the minimization sequence was still 

making large changes to the system’s structure each step. It was discovered that by taking 

the same solvated complex and simply altering the position of a single solvent molecule 

prior to minimization, the computed energy would vary by as much as 15 kcal/mol, 

indicating that the environment was no where near being energetically minimized.  In 

addition, the Tripos force field considers all atoms in the environment simultaneously.  

With the additional 504 atoms from the solvent, the computing is tremendously stretched 

out and slowed down making its use with this docking technique completely impractical.  

Indeed it was observed in further experimentation that even after 100,000 iterations, the 

structures were still being rearranged quite significantly by the program.   

 It was also observed from the analysis of  the solvated docking data that the 3-

dimensional energy maps showed absolutely no discernable features the way previous 

“dry” docking experiments had.  In fact as shown in Figure 4.9, the energy maps simply 

look like noise, with no useful interaction information apparent.  It is believed that since 

the program has to address each of the additional water molecules at hand, that the 

amount of error present in each of their incompletely minimized structures is additive and 

thus totally masks any features of the interaction between CD and solute. 

Comprehensive Minimzation 

 The results of the previous experiments indicated that the results of the modeling 

improved as higher minimization iterations were utilized and as finer increments of the 

grid search were explored.  With the addition of a 3rd more powerful and modern Silicon 

Graphics workstation to the computing workforce, a more comprehensive approach to the 

grid search docking was possible.  
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Figure 4.9.  Energy plot of 1,5-dinitronaphthalene docking into CM-β-CD surrounded by 
a solvent environment. 
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 As noted from Figure 4.5 and the results of the experiments using 100 and 250 

minimization iterations, each of the starting points in the docking minimized to its own 

unique energy.  The possibility that local minima were blocking the discovery of all low 

energy conformers precipitated experiments to test this and explore the feasibility of 

using finer docking increments.  Programs were written using both 100 and 250 

minimization iterations where the translational component of the docking solute was 

reduced to smaller and smaller increments until no change could be observed.  A small 10 

x 10 grid was then selected for each solute in which this miniature version of the docking 

sequence was performed, using 10-2 Å through 10-5 Å increments.    It was discovered 

that no two points were found to minimize to the same energy until the increment was 

reduced to 10-3 Å.  Not until the translational change was set to 10-5 Å did all of the 

docking points yield the same conformation.   

 It is apparent that even with expanded computing power, it would not be possible 

to compute the millions of points required by lowering the increments to 10-3 Å.  

However, higher minimization iterations were still an achievable improvement.  Some 

programs were written that took selected docking points from different solutes and 

minimized them as fully as possible.  In other words, the minimization was not set to stop 

with 100 or 250 iterations, but to continue indefinitely until no further decrease in energy 

was possible.  Once such a state was achieved, the Sybyl software was instructed to 

automatically terminate the minimization sequence and record the output to a file.   

 The data was plotted as energy vs. minimization iterations as illustrated by the 

example in Figure 4.10. The application of the Simplex Method can be seen in action in 
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Figure 4.10.  Typical plot of the CD-solute complex energy vs. the number of 
minimization iterations. 
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the first 10 iterations as the energy rapidly decreases. The Powell Method then fine tunes 

the complex structure and takes the minimization process the rest of the way.  As evident 

in the figure, important minimization activity was found to occur even after 4000 

iterations, and was noted at 7500 iterations in some cases.   

 With calculations from this data revealing that the application of comprehensive 

minimization to the docking procedure was achievable within a period of months, the 

docking programs were modified to include this measure.  The programs were run for 

each solute and the data collected was again used to generate 3-dimensional energy plots. 

 The 3-dimensional plots revealed a remarkable development.  Most of the starting 

coordinates for the solute were now found to minimize to the same energy rather than its 

own unique energy as in the previous methods (‘100 min’ and ‘250 min’.).  This strongly 

suggests that the local minima energy barriers or incomplete minimization problems are 

overcome with comprehensive minimization, and the true preferred CD-solute 

conformations are being identified.   

  This is illustrated in Figure 4.11 where many of the points with unique energies 

from the 1,5-DNN docking under 250 iterations conditions (a) can be seen converging to 

the same energy after comprehensive minimization (b).  This is again clearly illustrated in 

Figure 4.11, which shows graphical screen shots of 1,5-DHN at two different starting 

locations in the docking grid and arriving at the same preferred conformation.   

 Despite the fact that the two starting points of 1,5-DHN depicted in Figure 4.12 

are 4 Å and 80 degrees away from each other, this method was found to overcome most 

energy barriers in minimization and rearrange the complex to the nearest low energy 

conformation.  The effects of the elliptical CD can still be observed, but acting more as a
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Figure 4.11. Plot of the solutes rotation (x-axis, degrees) vs. translation (y-axis, 
angstroms) vs. energy (z-axis, kcal/mol) from docking with the CD. 
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Figure 4.12.  Graphical screen shot depiction of 1,5-DHN starting at two different 
docking points and minimizing to the same conformer. 
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boundary between certain conformational energy basins in the comprehensive 

minimization case.   

This phenomenon clearly demonstrates that there is no need to attempt smaller 

translational and rotational increments to overcome local minima.  The results of this 

comprehensive minimization experiments show that not only are merely the specific 

starting points of the programmed docking sequence being addressed, but effectively the 

entire interaction space between the solute and CD is being probed.  Adding degrees of 

freedom by tilting the solute or offsetting the initial docking vector will still at best only 

yield the same low energy conformations that are found with the solute docking straight 

down the middle.  Since the procedure will take the solute and rearrange it (by tilting or 

moving along x and y axes), it is effectively addressing all these configurations without 

the need to dock them.  This is again demonstrated well in Figure 4.12, where both of the 

starting positions of the 1,5-DHN are moved and tilted significant ly from their original 

configurations to give the same low energy conformation  pictured below.   

These features were mirrored with the other solutes that were minimized under 

comprehensive conditions, as can be seen in Figure 4.13.  The energy plots of 1,8-DNN 

and 2,7-DNN are shown in Figures 4.13 (a) and (b) respectively.   

 The data indicates that most of the 2,7-DNN conformers are lower in energy than 

the 1,8-DNN conformers.  This is consistent with the experimental findings that 2,7-DNN 

has a better inclusion constant with the CD than does 1,8-DNN.  It was also determined 

that the conformations of 2,7-DNN that were found are fewer in number but resulted 

from much larger areas of starting coordinates.  This indicates that the 2,7-DNN is less 

inhibited in its rearrangement during minimization.  This can be attributed to the fact that
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Figure 4.13. Plot of the solutes rotation (x-axis, degrees) vs. translation (y-axis, 
angstroms) vs. energy (z-axis, kcal/mol) from comprehensively docking with the CD. 
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the long slender 2,7-DNN with the functional groups on the ends can more freely rotate 

and move around inside the CD cavity, and is less likely to be caught in a configuration 

of higher energy than the wide 1,8-DNN.  This effect is again observed with the smaller 

more compact 1,5-DHN (Figure 4.13 d) which can more easily rearrange its position in 

the CD cavity than the bulky 1,5-DMN (Figure 4.13 c). 

Dielectric Constant 

 While we have gained confidence that true conformers are being found for the 

modeled system,  the model does not fully represent the true experimental system since 

solvent is not explicitly considered.  Ideally, it would be desirable to include the solvent 

in the modeling system to more realistically mimic the actual molecular environment.  

However, as discussed earlier several problems make this approach unfeasible, and 

solvent effects must be accounted for by relying on the more simplistic method of 

manipulating the dielectric constant.  Given that all of the solutes are very similar in 

nature it is believed that much of the role that the solvent plays in this environment would 

be the same for each solute, and this more simplistic treatment may be justified for this 

work. 

 The comprehensive minimization experiments were performed at a dielectric 

constant (e) value of 20.  The value of ε influences the electrostatic energy term (Eele) of 

the Tripos force field.150  By increasing e from the default value of 1, the contribution of 

the electrostatic energy term in the force field is decreased, simulating the shielding effect 

the solvent molecules might have between the solute and CD.  At many docking points 

where the solute is deep inside the CD cavity, there is insufficient space for solvent 
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molecules to fit between two interacting species, and e is effectively 1.  Conversely, when 

the solute is far away from the CD, e may be better represented by a value of 80 (that of 

water).  

 To study the effect that changing the dielectric constant has on the comprehensive 

model, some of the solutes were docked into CM-ß-CD with e = 1, 20, 40, and 80.  As 

shown in Figure 4.14, the conformations found when the dielectric = 80 (b) were fewer 

and from larger docking grid areas than the conformers found with e set to 1 (a).  This 

can be attributed to the fact tha t at high dielectric values, the solute is shielded enough 

from restraining forces within the CD cavity to rearrange and move about relatively 

freely.  It was determined by analyzing the individual electrostatic energy terms from 

many docking points and other data in this experiment that a e of 20 provides a good 

balance by preventing dominating electrostatic contributions when e = 1, and excessive 

shielding effects when e = 80.  This value was also determined to be appropriate by 

Jørgensen and Christensen in other research.160 

 To calculate the <e> for the solutes in the comprehensive minimization 

experiments, Equation 4.1 was modified to Equation 4.4 to account for the degeneracy, 

gi, in the data.   

Σ gi ei exp-(ei/kT)                         
<e>      =      ----------------------                           
                      Σ gi exp-(ei/kT)                  (4.4) 
 

The gi is defined here as the number of micropositional (translational and rotational) 

starting points that minimize to a given conformer and ei.  This approach may be 

compared to that used by Stillinger and Weber to map the “quenching” of molecular 
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Figure 4.14. Plot of the solutes docking with different dielectric constants (ε). a) 1,5-
DNN; ε=1, b) 1,5-DNN; ε=80. 
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positions to relative minima on the potential energy hyperspace of a many-body 

system.161  The absolute value of gi is somewhat arbitrary, as smaller incremental changes 

in starting positions when performing the grid search, will yield larger gi values. 

However, the relative magnitudes of gi between different conformers should remain 

approximately constant for a given solute-CD system when increments are reduced.  It is 

clear (as shown in Figure 4.13) that all of the additional micropositional starting points 

that would be present from reducing increments would simply add proportionately to 

their respective energy plateaus and basins, and not change the relative gi values.   

Equation (4.5) is employed to convert <e> to Kd. The CM-β-CD concentration 

used in these studies was 10 mM.  Because the solutes are injected as dilute solutions, the 

free concentration of CD in the region of solute bands may be assumed to be this 

concentration. 

<e>  ˜   -RT ln (Kd / [CD]o)             (4.5) 

     Kd = [solute-CD] / [solute-RB]          (4.6) 

The rigorous use of Equation 4.5 requires an equivalency between <e> and the 

free energy change associated with the exchange of solute between running buffer and 

CD.  Although this equivalency is not strictly valid, the various potential energy terms 

present in the force field (see appendix A.2) are implicit in <e>, and entropy information 

is represented by gi.  The solutes used in this case all exhibit similar symmetry and, thus, 

differences in the entropies of the free solutes may not be large. Moreover, the <e> values 

are normalized based on the experimentally determined Kd of one of the solutes (2,7-

DNN).  In this regard, it is only necessary that values of Kd obtained via Equation 4.5 
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scale with true values of Kd.  Further discussion of the validity of this type of calculation 

can be found in the Energy Calculation section of Chapter 3. 

 Table 4.4 shows the Kd values for the comprehensive minimization calculations 

vs. the experimental Kd.  It can be seen that not only is the proper elution order still 

predicted, but the calculated Kd values are remarkably closer to the experimental Kd 

values than was observed with the ‘100 min’ and ‘250 min’ experiments.   

 While an impressive improvement in the calculated Kd was observed with the 

comprehensive minimization, it is important to consider different approaches to the data 

analysis to determine which approach might most closely match the experimental data.   

As evident from Figure 4.11, the traditional energy “ridges” arising from the elliptical 

CD shape evolve into energy “boundaries”, separating the plateaus and basins.  The 

algorithm for minimization does not drastically rearrange the structures to overcome 

large energy barriers present.  However this is desirable because an algorithm that could 

overcome any energy barrier (even very large ones) would eventually yield a completely 

flat 3-dimensional energy plot, with every starting point arriving at only one absolute 

lowest conformation.   

 In reality, there is not a single complex that dictates the inclusion constant, but an 

group of low energy structures that collectively determines the strength of inclusion.  

During a CDCE separation, the solute has been shown to enter the CD on the order of 

thousands of times per second.76  Of those 1000s of entries, the nature and strength of the 

interaction will be the most dependant on the collective contributions of the different low 

energy conformations that are experienced.  Conformations with lower energies and 

greater numbers of points (gi) are weighed more strongly in Equation 4.4, and the top 5 
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Table 4.4:  Calculated values of Kd for the comprehensive minimization experiments, 
compared to the experimental values. 
 
Solute                <e>, Kcal/mol      Kd  Kd Experimental 
            
1,5-DNN:          - 1.68       18     47 
1,8-DNN:         - 1.76       35     65    
2,7-DNN:         - 2.70       96    96 
1,5-DMN:         - 6.31      1000  130 
1,5-DHN:          - 7.91      3300  490 
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contributors make up most of the calculated <e> as can be seen by the example in Table 

4.5.  The regions of these contributors are graphically represented in Figure 4.15.  These 

top 5 conformers leading to the calculated interaction energy of 1,5-DHN contribute 

nearly 80% to the final interaction energy (-36.034 kcal/mol), indicating that they are the 

most preferred conformations.   

 With this in mind, two additional approaches to the calculation <e> were 

considered.  First, the top 5 conformers contributing to the final <e> were determined for 

each solute and averaged together to get a new <e> value (called ‘Approach 1’).  

Approach 2 consisted of calculating <e> according to Equation 4.1, but considering each 

point as a unique energy (gi = 1), rather than using the actual gi values.  The conventional 

use off Equation 4.1 was called Approach 3.   

Table 4.6 shows the resulting Kd values calculated from each approach along with 

the results from the other two previous experiments for comparison.  As seen in the table, 

Approach 1 and 2 yield an incorrect elution order.  However, when consideration is made 

of all the statistically accessible micropositional states that can quench into the observed 

conformer energies (Approach 3), the correct elution order is observed and the relative 

magnitudes of Kd values among the solutes are reasonably close to the experimental 

values.  It is important to note that a difference in energy of only 0.3 kcal/mol results in a 

2-fold change in Kd, leaving little margin for error.  

 It can be seen from Table 4.5 (conformers for 1,5-DHN) that the contribution of 

the 2nd best conformer is very small relative to the 3rd conformer, if gi values are ignored.  

Conversely, the 2nd conformer’s contribution to <e> is larger than the 3rd when 

degeneracy is considered.  Thus, Approaches 2 and 3 are decidedly different.  The
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Table 4.5:  The top five conformers and percent contribution to <e> for 1,5-DHN. 
        
Conformer Energy (kcal/mol)     # of Points   % Contribution 
 
        1          -36.954                 40   41 % 
        2          -34.819                701   18 % 
        3          -36.445                 18     8 % 
        4          -35.316                117     7 % 
        5          -36.389                 14     5 % 
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Table 4.6:  Resulting Kd values from each calculation approach for comprehensive 
minimization, compared with results from the previous two experiments. 
 
Solutes       Expt.  ‘100 min’  ‘250 min’   Approach 1      Approach 2      Approach3 
 
1,5-DNN     47      6.3x10-2       17  450    36    18 
1,8-DNN     65          3.2         20  230    31    35 
2,7-DNN     96           96     96    96    96    96 
1,5-DMN    130     3.5x103  4.3x104         4.2x104   3100  1000 
1,5-DHN     490     8.4x105 6.4x104         4.6x104   4700  3300 
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improvement in correla tion with consideration of gi may indicate that molecular 

rearrangements (quenching) occurs rapidly relative to solute-CD exchange rates.  Like 

Approach 3, the ‘100 min’ and ‘250 min’ cases also consider all the available grid search 

data and yield the correct elution order. However, the range of Kd values is enormous 

compared to the experimental values, and it is clear that the comprehensive minimization 

of Approach 3 is the most successful model considered.  The predicted migration times 

that result from comprehensive minimization, Approach 3, are shown in Figure 4.16. 

Conclusion 

These studies indicate the effectiveness of this modeling approach to studying the 

strength of solute-CD interactions as they influence migration behavior in CD-modified 

CE.  Each of the three techniques presented here correctly predicts the experimentally 

observed elution order.  It was found to be very important to extensively geometrically 

minimize solute-CD configuration to find reliable conformers. Further, it was determined 

that it is important to weight the conformers based on the interaction space that can 

quench to the conformer.  

It is evident in the 3D-plots and data that this method is indeed finding legitimate 

conformations of the CD-solute complex, and that the energies of these conformers can 

closely approximate the actual interaction energies experienced by the species in 

experimental separations.  A significant step has been made toward the ultimate goal of 

computationally determining and manipulating selectivity in CD systems.  
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Figure 4.16.  Predicted peak elution times based on modeling calculations are shown in 
arrows on the experiment electropherogram. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

MOLECULAR MODELING APPLICATIONS:  SYNTHESIS 
OF A NEW CYCLODEXTRIN, AND STUDIES OF THE 
CHIRAL SEPARATION OF DANSYL AMINO ACIDS 

 
 
Part 1:  Design of a New Cyclodextrin 
 
Introduction 

 Cyclodextrins lend themselves very well to derivatization, and serve as effective 

molecules with which to build a wide range of useful hosts.  Because of this flexibility in 

derivatization, CDs geometries and functionality can be specifically tailored to meet the 

requirements of a particular guest.  Improvements in molecular recognition and chemical 

separation are possible by customizing the host to optimize complexation for the guests.   

 The hydroxyl groups on the native CDs are the sites through which derivatization 

can take place.  There are primary hydroxyl groups at the C6 position and secondary 

hydroxyl groups at the C2 and C3 positions of each glucopyranos unit (see Figure 1.6),  

meaning that there is a abundance of sites for reaction.  However, given the large number 

of hydroxyl groups, products tend to form complex mixtures of isomers and different 

products.   The reactions can be controlled in various ways however, such as by the use 

of protecting groups, or by exploiting the different reactivities of the primary and 

secondary hydroxyl groups.162-164   Acylation or sulfonation are frequently used to place 

functional groups on directly, or intermediate halides and sulfonates can be made which 

the functional groups can replace through SN1 or SN2 reactions.165, 166 
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 In the first part of this chapter the design, synthesis, and evaluation of a new 

cyclodextrin, heptakis (6-O-carboxymethyl-2,3-dimethyl)-β-cyclodextrin (HDMCM-β-

CD), will be presented, along with the molecular modeling methods used to support and 

initiate this effort.   

HDMCM-β-CD  

 The design of any new CD needs to meet several criteria to be a successful 

resolving agent as a CE additive.  First, it must be somewhat soluble in aqueous 

environments since CE experiments are frequently conducted as such.  Second, the CD 

should be amenable to forming complexes with the analytes of interest.  Third, if neutral 

analytes are to be resolved, the CD must have a charge with which to impart selective 

mobility changes to the solutes.  And fourth, the CD must be reasonably attainable by 

synthetic methods.   

 Additionally, there were further criteria that would influence the design of the CD 

for this work.  First, this charged CD needed to be a single isomer.  This is necessary in 

order to conduct quicker and more accurate molecular modeling, as well as to eliminate 

separation problems that can be experienced with multiple- isomer mixtures.  Second, it 

was desirable to make the CD highly charged to maximize its mobility against EOF and 

provide a large elution window for the separation of neutral analytes.   

 Further influence on the CD design came from prior achievement of the 

commercial CM-β-CD at resolving neutral organic species in CE (as demonstrated in 

Chapter 4), and Vigh’s successes with his highly charged heptakis(2,3-dimethyl-6-
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sulfato)-β-cylodextrin (HDMS-β-CD).116,117   The new CD that was decided upon was 

heptakis (6-O-carboxymethyl-2,3-dimethyl)-β-cyclodextrin (HDMCM-β-CD);  its  

MolCAD structure is shown in Figure 5.1. 

 HDMCM-β-CD is highly charged, single isomer species, like Vigh’s HDMS-β-

CD.  The methyl groups attached to the C(2) and C(3) were necessary to protect those 

posit ions from further substitution during a synthesis, but also to provide a more 

hydrophobic cavity entrance with which to facilitate inclusion of non-polar analytes. 

Experimental 

 The HDMCM-β-CD was synthesized using using established, multi-step 

procedures.167-170  The reaction scheme for the synthesis of HDMCM-β-CD is shown in 

Figure 5.2; all synthetic work was performed by Mustafa Culha.171    The running buffer 

in the experiments was a 10 mM phosphate solution with a 5 mM concentration of the 

CD to be eva luated.  The pH of the buffer solutions was adjusted to 5.0 using an Orion 

Model SA520 pH meter operating under a two-standard calibration.  The buffer was 

sonicated and filtered through a 0.22 µm nylon filter before being placed under vacuum 

conditions to remove dissolved gases.  To slow the growth of microorganisms, the buffer 

solutions were stored in the refrigerator.  

 The samples were prepared by diluting stock methanol solutions of the analytes 

with the running buffer to give concentrations in the range of 10-5 to 10-6 M.  All CE 

experiments were performed using a Hewlett Packard HP3DCE automated capillary 

electrophoresis instrument interfaced to a HP Pentium I personal computer. Fused silica 

capillaries (50 µm i.d. x 360 µm o.d.) were obtained from Polymicro Technologies, Inc. 
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Figure 5.1.  Heptakis (6-O-carboxymethyl-2,3-dimethyl)-β-cyclodextrin (HDMCM-β-
CD), shown in its deprotonated form. 
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Figure 5.2.  The reaction scheme for the synthesis of HDMCM-β-CD. 
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(Phoenix, AZ).  The capillary was cut to a total length of 48 cm, and approximately 1 cm 

of polyamide coating centered at 39.5 cm was removed to create an optical detection 

window. 

 Injection was achieved by the application of 10 mbar of pressure for 6 seconds to 

the inlet buffer vial. The applied potential for all CE experiments was 15 kV. UV 

absorbance detection was performed at wavelengths ranging from 205 to 254 nm for all 

the test solutes. All experiments were conducted at room temperature (24 ± 1 oC). 

Results and Discussion 

Molecular Modeling to Support Synthetic Target 

 Molecular modeling was used in support of the efforts to design HDMCM-β-CD.  

Studies using MolCAD were performed to compare its predicted properties to that of 

other known CDs.  Electron density surfaces were created for β-CD, HDMCM-β-CD, 

HDMS-β-CD, and heptakis(2,3-diacetyl-6-sulfato)-β-cylodextrin (HDAS-β-CD).  

Mapped on the surfaces of each of these molecules were different properties, such as 

hydrogen bonding potential, electrostatic potential, and lipophilicity.  These studies 

revealed that although HDMCM-β-CD is absent of the hydrogen bonding possible from 

secondary hydroxyl groups, it is very lipophilic around this area of the molecule (see 

Figure 5.3), which should make it more conducive toward the association with non-polar 

organic analytes.    

 The modeling also showed that the cavity structure of the HDMCM-β-CD 

remained roughly equivalent to the shape of β-CD, without undergoing much distortion.  

When the CD was compared to the commercially available HDMS-β-CD using 
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Figure 5.3.  MolCAD representation of HDMCM-β-CD is shown with the lipophilic 
property mapped to an electron density surface.  Brown indicates hydrophobic portions of 
the molecule (methoxy groups at C2 and C3 positions), while blue indicates hydrophilic 
areas (carboxymethyl groups at C6 position).   
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MolCAD, it was apparent that the cavity shape of HDMCM-β-CD was much more open 

and accessible.  The sulfato groups on the HDMS-β-CD were found to be positioned 

inward, essentially truncating the bottom of its cavity (Figure 5.4).  This evidence lent 

support to the premise that HDMCM-β-CD would be better at resolving the hydrophobic 

target analytes of interest than the HDMS-β-CD.   

 Docking experiments were performed to compare the computed interaction of the 

analytes with HDMCM-β-CD to the interaction with HDMS-β-CD.  The analytes were 

the same substituted naphthalene compounds used in the work described in Chapter 4:  

1,8-DNN, 2,7-DNN, 1,5-DNN, 1,5-DHN, and 1,5-DMN.  The CDs were created by using 

the SKETCH function of Sybyl to modify a β-CD obtained from the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Center’s structural database.  These CDs were minimized with 

1000 iterations in a water environment using the MAXIMIN2 command in Sybyl with 

the Tripos force field.  The structures were then saved to the computers hard drive after 

removing the water molecules.   

 Programs were written in Sybyl Programming Language to dock the solutes into 

each CD using the grid conformation-searching modeling technique described in Chapter 

4.   The solutes were translated toward the cavity from –5.0 Å away  in 0.1 Å increments, 

and rotated at each increment by 5o.  At each of these points the structures were 

minimized using MAXIMIN2 with 500 minimization iterations, and the energy was 

saved to an output file.  The data was imported into Microsoft Excel and the 

computational interaction energy of each of the solutes with the CDs was determined.  It 

was found that the complexes the solutes formed with HDMCM-β-CD were an average 
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Figure 5.4.  The lower part of the Sulfato-CD cavity (left) shows strong negative 
potential and truncation.  The cavity of the Carboxymethyl-CD appears more compatible 
with insertion of the solute compounds under study.  Modeling <e> values support 
superior inclusion of solutes into the HDMCM-β-CD, guiding its synthesis as a new 
reagent. 
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of 8 kcal/mole more favorable than those complexes formed with HDMS-β-CD.   

 An additional docking experiment was conducted to further investigate the ability 

of HDMCM-β-CD to complex the analytes, relative to HDMS-β-CD.  Using 1,8-DNN, a 

program was written to dock the solute into the CDs using comprehensive minimization.  

The interaction energy was calculated for the 1,8-DNN with each CD.  It was found that 

the interaction energy of the solute with HDMS-β-CD was –19.9 kcal/mol, while it was  

–31.3 kcal/mol for HDMCM-β-CD.  This -11.4 kcal difference is substantial, and a 

strong indication that HDMCM-β-CD would indeed be superior to HDMS-β-CD for 

these analytes. 

Experimental Separation 

 The results of the experimental separations are shown in Figure 5.5.  Although 

both CDs are shown to be able to separate the analytes, it is apparent that the solutes 

experience a much greater affinity for the HDMCM-β-CD than for HDMS-β-CD.  The 

solutes in separation are significantly more retained with the HDMCM-β-CD, as 

evidenced by their longer elution time.  Since the elution window (time between EOF 

marker and the charged CD elution) is roughly the same for the two CDs due to their 

similar charge to size ratio, it can be concluded that HDMCM-β-CD is a much better at 

complexing the analytes than HDMS-β-CD.  These results are in agreement with the 

molecular modeling efforts which showed through MolCAD and docking experiments 

that the HDMCM-β-CD would yield superior inclusion ability.   

 It is interesting to note that the although the solutes clearly prefer HDMCM-β-CD 

over HDMS-β-CD, the elution order of the solutes is equivalent in both separations.  This
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Figure 5.5.  The separation of analytes using HDMS-β-CD and HDMCM-β-CD is 
shown. 
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may be because both the CDs are very similar chemically, with a highly charged polar 

side and a strongly hydrophobic methyl side.  The difference in inclusion ability between 

the two may then be a result of the different charged groups;  HDMCM-β-CD is lined 

with carboxymethyl groups while HDMS-β-CD contains sulfato groups.  As the 

modeling showed, the sulfato groups appear to take on a more inward orientation, which 

may truncate the cavity and diminish inclusion. 

Molecular Modeling in Support of Separation Behavior 

 In cyclodextrin distribution capillary electrochromatography (CDCE), mixtures of 

CDs are employed in the running buffer with which the analytes will selectively partition.  

The utility and predictability of incorporating multiple CDs in the CE buffer depend upon 

the assumption that the CD selectors act independently of each other.  However, this is 

not always the case, given that some CDs contain numerous sites with which to hydrogen 

bond with each other.172   

 In additional experimentation, CDCE experiments were conducted separating the 

naphthalene derivative solutes.  The charged HDMS-β-CD was mixed with β-CD in the 

running buffer, and all other experimental conditions were held the same as described 

above.  The results revealed that adding β-CD to the buffer did not affect the observed 

elution behavior.  Even as the β-CD concentration was increased relative to the HDMS-

β-CD to a 5:1 ratio (which should cause the solutes migration time to converge on to), 

little effect was observed on the elution pattern.   This puzzling finding initiated an effort 

to understand the nature of this phenomenon using molecular modeling.   
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 After generating MolCAD representations of HDMS-β-CD and β-CD with the 

hydrogen bonding potential mapped on the electron density surface, it was apparent that 

there were numerous sites on both CDs where such interactions could occur.   

 Using the Sybyl software two structures β-CD were displayed.  A function of the 

Sybyl software was then used, which calculates and draws hydrogen bonds between two 

molecules as they are moved relative to each other.  One β-CD was then lined up with the 

other in a top to bottom arrangement, and the two were slowly brought together.  As 

expected, significant hydrogen bonding was observed between the primary and secondary 

hydroxyl groups of the CDs, with as many as 5 hydrogen bonds appearing under certain 

alignments.  This is consistent with observations by Coleman et al., who previously has 

shown that CDs can exist as aggregates in solution, bound by a network of hydrogen 

bonds.  

 This procedure was next applied to HDMS-β-CD and β-CD.  The HDMS-β-CD, 

was aligned so that the sulfato groups were oriented toward the secondary hydroxyl 

groups on the top of the β-CD.  As the two molecules were brought together, a multitude 

of hydrogen bonds were observed, with as many as 20 being present at one time (see 

Figure 5.6).  The sulfato groups on the HDMS-β-CD were found to have many more 

hydrogen bonding sites with which to interact with β−CD than a second β-CD does with 

its primary hydroxyl groups.  With the strength of hydrogen bonds generally in the range 

of 5-10 kcal/mol, the extensive interaction observed between the HDMS-β-CD and β-CD 

approaches or exceeds the strength of a covalent bond (100-150 kcal/mol).  Clearly, CD- 

CD interactions of this magnitude effectively block the action of the β-CD, as its cavity 
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                    HDMS-β-CD                                      β-CD 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6.  Significant hydrogen bonding between the sulfato groups of the HDMS-β-
CD (left) and the secondary hydroxyl groups of β-CD (right) is shown by dotted black 
lines.   
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would most likely be blocked by an HDMS-β-CD molecule in solution. 

 Additional modeling work was conducted to support this finding.  Docking 

programs were created so that β-CD could “dock” toward another β-CD, with the 

primary hydroxyl groups of one being aligned with the secondary hydroxyl groups of 

another.  The first CD was systematically translated (0.1 Å steps) and rotated (5o 

increments) toward the second CD from 20 Å away.  At each step the energy was 

minimized with 250 iterations using the MAXIMIN2 command, and stored to a data file.  

This docking procedure was repeated with the HDMS-β-CD docking toward a β-CD.   

 The interaction energy of the CDs from both docking experiments was 

determined (as described procedures in Chapter 4).  It was found that the interaction of 

HDMS-β-CD with β-CD was approximately 10 kcal/mol stronger than that experienced 

by the interaction of two β-CDs.  These results provided further evidence that significant 

intermolecular interactions can occur in solution between CDs and considerably affect 

separation results. 

Part 2:  Application of Molecular Modeling to the Separation of Dansyl Amino Acids. 

Introduction 

 Advances in both the science and technology of direct enantiomer resolution over 

the last two decades has made the separation of a wide range of enantiomers routine 

today.173-181   Different phases have been used to achieve enantioselectivity in 

separations.  Bovine serum albumin, α1-acid gycoprotein, ovomucoid, and casein have 

been successfully used to achieve the task.182   Kuhn and coworkers183,184 have shown the 

utility of a chiral crown ether (18-crown-6-tetracarboxylic acid) for chiral recognition.   
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The macrocyclic antibiotic vancomycin was successfully used in CE separations,185,186 

and amino acids have been separated using CDs as CE buffer additives.187  Vigh and 

coworkers have synthesized a sulfated γ-CD reagent that was successfully used to 

separate several amino acid enantiomers.116,117  The single isomer highly charged CD 

takes advantage of a large separation window. 

 There have been some efforts to use molecular modeling to study enantiomeric 

separations, but few ambitious or accurate enough to attempt predictions of 

enantioselectivity.   Sepaniak et al. used molecular mechanics to study separations of 

derivatized amino acids by cyclodextrin-modified CE.189  Sepaniak and Sun later 

successfully applied this computational work to CE separations using calix[n]arenes as 

reagent phases.190  Molecular dynamics has been used in a pioneering work by Konigh 

and coworkers to study GC results.191  Koen et al. used a combined molecular dynamics 

and molecular mechanics technique to explain trends in qualitative GC separations.192  

Armstrong and coworkers have used MM to calculate the binding enthalpy, ∆H, for CD 

hosts and enantiomer guests.193 

 In other efforts, molecular modeling was used by Kobor et al. to study the binding 

of polar and non-polar solutes to CDs in GC experiments.194   In order to design better 

chiral stationary phases, Bradshaw et al. used MM to study how enantiomeric amines 

were separated with new crown ethers.195 Molecular graphics studies have been 

conducted by Armstrong and co-workers to assist in understanding how β-CD separates 

diastereomers196 and enantiomers.197,198   Their work revealed that enantiomeric resolution 

is somewhat dependant on the 2- and 3- hydroxyl groups, and allowed them to attempt  
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rational CD designs to achieve optimal separations.   

Experimental 

Reagents 

 Five different amino acids (AA) were chosen to be separated by cyclodextrin 

modified CE.  The AAs were selected based on their differing properties.  Dansyl-

glutamic acid (Glu) and dansyl-aspartic acid (Asp) were selected due to their acidity.  

dansyl-serine (Ser) was chosen because it is a more polar compound, and dansyl- leucine 

(Leu) and dansyl-Valine (Val) were included because they are more hydrophobic in 

nature. Each of the AAs were acquired from Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO).  

The structures of the AAs are shown in Figure 5.7. 

 The separation of these AAs is not trivial because there are 10 possible separate 

bands to be separated, and there are three different classes of AAs selected that differ 

significantly in their chemical properties.  Additionally, it is important that the 

enantiomers be separated, but not overly so.  This is because with all the other solutes 

present it is possible for enantiomer bands from two different AAs to coelute.189,199  Five 

different cyclodextrins were selected to evaluate their effectiveness for this chiral 

separation. 

 Five different cyclodextrins were chosen to evaluate their effectiveness for this 

particular separation.  The 5 CDs used in these experiments were β-CD, γ-CD, CM-β-

CD, heptakis-(2,3-dimethyl-6-carboxymethyl)-β-CD (HDMCM-β-CD), and octakis-(2,3-

dimethyl-6-hydroxy)-β-CD (16-me-γ-CD).  β-CD was obtained from Sigma Chemical 

Company.  γ-CD was purchased from Cyclodextrin Technologies Development, Inc.
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Figure 5.7.  The structures of the 5 dansyl amino acids are shown. 
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(Gainsville, FL.)  CM-β-CD was acquired from Advanced Separation Technologies Inc. 

(Whippany, NJ).  The HDMCM-β-CD and 16-me-γ-CD were synthetically produced in 

our laboratories.200 

 The charged cyclodextrins used in these experiments were chosen because they 

presumably were single isomer species.  This precludes the need to model several 

different isomers in the molecular modeling studies.  Additionally these single isomer 

reagents facilitate reproducible separations.  Most commercial CD derivatives are made 

of mixtures that have different degrees of substitution.  The electropherograms appearing 

in this chapter were generated by James Schaeper.201 

 Separation Conditions 

 Separations were  performed using a Hewlett Packard automated Capillary 

Electrophoresis system (HP3DCE) with a diode array detector interfaced to a Pentium I 

personal computer.  All experiments were conducted with an applied potential of 16 kV 

at a constant temperature of 24oC.  The degassing of the buffers and the preconditioning 

steps for the capillary were conducted as described previously in Chapter 4.  Detection 

was achieved with a diode array by measuring the absorbance at 214 nm.   

 The fused silica capillaries that were used were obtained from Polymicro 

Technologies Inc. (Phoenix, AZ).   The dimensions of the capillaries were 50 µm i.d. and 

360 µm o.d., and they were cut to a total length of 60 cm.  A detection window was 

prepared at 51 cm by removing the polyamide coating.  The void time of the separation 

(to) was determined by including mesityl oxide in the injected sample, which caused a 

baseline disturbance upon elution.   
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 The running buffer in all experiments was a solution of 0.01 M sodium phosphate 

and 0.006 M sodium borate, adjusted to a pH of 8.1.  The different cyclodextrins were 

mixed into this solution as buffer additives at a concentration of 5 mM. 

Modeling Experiments 

 The modeling experiments in this work are not intended to rigorously predict the 

elution order between two enantiomers.  To study the enantioselectivity the subtle 

differences in the interactions between CDs and enantiomer pairs would require 

extremely long, comprehensive modeling approaches.  Rather, these efforts were 

performed concomitantly with the separations to elucidate the general nature of 

interactions, and at the same time expand and explore the utility of the grid conformation-

searching modeling technique to more CDs.   

 The structures for β-CD and γ-CD were obtained from the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Data Center’s structural database.  CM-β-CD and HDMCM-β-CD were 

constructed from the β-CD structure using the SKETCH feature in Sybyl.  The 16-me-γ-

CD was obtained by modifying the γ-CD structure with SKETCH.  Each CD was 

minimized 1000 times in an aqueous environment using the Tripos force field.  The 

waters were then removed, and the structure of the CDs were saved for use with the 

docking programs. 

 Macro programs were written in Sybyl Programming Language to dock the AAs 

into the CDs.  The AAs were systematically translated toward the CDs from –10 Å away 

to 0 Å inside the cavity, in increments of 0.1 Å.  At each of these translation points the 
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solute was rotated 360 degrees in 5 degree increments.  The energy was minimized at the 

points using the MAXIMIN2 function utilizing 250 iterations.   

 A depiction of the docking and orientation of the AAs is shown in Figure 5.8.  

This orientation was selected based on findings from MolCAD visualization studies.   

The most likely docking position for the AA was found to be that of the aromatic portion 

of the molecule entering the hydrophobic cavities of the CDs, with the functional groups 

on the remaining part the molecule experiencing stabilizing interactions with hydroxyl 

groups on the rims of some of the CDs.  MolCAD representations of the CDs are shown 

in Figure 5.9, with the hydrogen bonding potential mapped on the electron density 

surface.   

 The dielectric constant was set to 20 for calculations in these experiments.   The 

energy data from all of the 7920 grid points was saved to an output file and imported into 

Microsoft Excel and Sigma Plot for analysis.   

Results and Discussion 

 The different cyclodextrins in these experiments separate the AAs by modifying 

their effective mobilities via selective inclusion into their cavities.  Some of the CDs are 

charged and influence the effective elution window.   As can be seen in the expression of 

Equation 5.1, the observed mobility (µobs) for the solute is dependant on its distribution 

between the free and complexed forms: 

                       (5.1) 

where µf is the free mobility of the solute, and µc is the mobility of the CD-solute 
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Figure 5.8.  The orientation of the dansyl amino acids docking into the CD is shown. 
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Figure 5.9.  Electron density surfaces are generated for the cyclodextrins using MolCAD 
within the Sybyl software, and hydrogen bonding potential is mapped on the surface. γ-
CD is not shown; it is structurally the same as β-CD except that it has one more cyclic 
glucose unit in its structure. Red designates hydrogen donating regions and blue 
represents hydrogen accepting regions. 
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complex.  The inclusion constant, KCD, is given by Equation (5.2): 

                                    (5.2) 

Elution Window Considerations 

 Depending on the pH, the amino acids can be charged or neutral. The pH used in 

these CE experiments was 8.1, a value at which all of the AAs that were used are 

negatively charged.   In the electric field, the AAs have an electrophoretic mobility that is 

opposite that of EOF.  Since the AAs are “swimming upstream”, they elute later than to in 

their free, uncomplexed form.    

 Figure 5.10 is a graphical illustration of the elution time of the AAs, and how it is 

affected by different cyclodextrins present in the running buffer.   The elution time of the 

free amino acid (tf.a.a.) will be much later than to because of its mobility opposite EOF, as 

described above.  The elution time of the AAs completely complexed with a neutral CD 

(tc,β-cd) is much earlier than the free AA, because the charge to size ratio of the complex is 

much smaller.  The AAs in a CE separation using neutral CDs can therefore elute within 

a range of time between tf.a.a. and tc,β-cd , depending on the relative affinities of the AA for 

the CD.  If HDMCM-β-CD is considered, the elution time of this CD-AA complex (tc, 

HDMCM-β-CD) will be much later than that of the free amino acid.  This is because the 

highly charged CD has a very strong mobility opposite EOF, and charge to size ratio of 

the complex is greater than the free AA.  The elution range using the HDMCM-β-CD 

then will be between tf.a.a and tc, HDMCM-β-CD.  In the case of CM-β-CD, it is only 
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Figure 5.10.  The elution ranges of the amino acid with different CDs is shown.   
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minimally charged.  Partitioning into this phase will cause the AA to elute earlier than 

normal, between tf.a.a and tc,CM-β-CD, because the charge to size ratio of the complex is still 

much lower than the free AA.  β-CD and HDMCM-β-CD can achieve the largest elution 

ranges for the AA, as Figure 5.10 illustrates.   Note that the migration times shown in 

Figure 5.10 are rough typical values for these systems and change depending on 

parameters such as pH and applied field.   

Electropherograms 

The resulting electropherograms of the AA separations with each of the CDs is shown in 

Figures 5.11-5.13.  Interaction energies, <e>, were calculated using Equation 4.1. 

 From the electropherograms it is seen that only β-CD was able to achieve any 

chiral recognition between the different enantiomers.  Elution times were the fastest with 

the β-CD because it retards the negative migration of the charged amino acids.  

Additionally, the inclusion is very strong in the β-CD as evidenced by the quick elution 

times.   

 The results from the molecular modeling support this.  As seen in Table 5.1, the 

calculated interaction energy, <e>, for β-CD with the two modeled AAs is lowest (most 

negative) of all CDs for Val, and second lowest for Glu.  Using visualizations in Sybyl, 

hydrogen bonding could be seen occurring between the polar ends of the AAs and the 

hydroxyl groups on the rim of β-CD as the non-polar rings were included into the cavity.  

This additional stabilization mechanism is evident in the low calculated <e> values.  

Interaction of the analyte with the secondary hydroxyl groups of the CD has been shown 

to play a major role in the achievement of chiral recognition.197,198,202  The presence of 
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Figure 5.11.  Electropherograms are shown of the separation of dansyl amino acids with 
5 mM β-CD (above) and 5 mM CM-β-CD (below). 
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Figure 5.12.  Electropherograms are shown of the separation of dansyl amino acids with 
5 mM γ-CD (above) and 5mM HDMCM-β-CD (below). 
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Figure 5.13.  Electropherogram of the separation of dansyl amino acids with 5 mM 16-
me-γ-CD is shown. 
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Table 5.1:  Interaction energies, <e>, (kcal/mol) calculated from the molecular 
modeling  for each of the CDs with Valine and Glutamic Acid. 
  
       CD   Glutamic Acid    Valine 
 
CM-β-CD:        - 31.4    - 29.3 
HDMCM-β-CD:       - 10.3    - 17.3       
β-CD:          - 33.8    - 36.3 
γ-CD:         - 37.9    - 35.0 
16-me-γ-CD:        - 27.9    - 28.4 
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separation in Figure 5.11 shows agreement with the modeling, as evidenced by the much 

longer elution times.  The poorer inclusion of the AAs in the CD allows their negative 

migration to extend their elution time considerably.  Another factor working against CM-

β-CD is its charge.  The negatively charged CD electrostatically repels the negative AAs, 

further decreasing their affinity.  This CD also has a smaller elution window with which 

to work than β-CD does, given its own negative mobility (see Figure 5.10). 

 Negative mobility is not a problem for the HDMCM-β-CD (Figure 5.12).  The 

charge to size ratio for this –7 charged CD is so large that it very strongly migrates these 

groups on β-CD and the strong inclusion allow for the enantioselectivity to occur 

exclusively with this CD. 

 Perhaps the question now is, why is CM-β-CD not successful in separating the 

enantiomers given that it too has secondary hydroxyl groups on the rim?  The modeling 

indicates that the interaction of the AAs with CM-β-CD is not as strong as with β-CD, 

which may limit its ability to achieve chiral recognition somewhat.  The CM-β-CD 

against EOF much faster than even the AAs.  This extends a wide elution range in the 

other direction, enabling it to successfully separate the AAs.  The elution times using this 

reagent are longest of all the CDs, because any complexation of the AAs with the CD 

will carry them in the opposite direction of EOF as the CD imparts even more negative 

mobility on them.  However, enantiomer selectivity was not observed for this CD.  The 

modeling shows very poor interaction energies with the solutes.  This can again be 

attributed to electrostatic repulsions between the highly negatively charged CD and the 
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negatively charged AAs.  Additionally, the HDMCM-β-CD does not have the secondary 

hydroxyl groups with which to help achieve the chiral recognition.   

  The modeling results show that Val has a substantially more energetically 

favorable value of <e> than does Glu.  At first glance this might suggest that Val should 

elute much later than Glu, given its superior inclusion in the CD.  However, the free 

mobility of each the AAs still has to be taken into account, as Equation 5.1 shows (see 

page 119).  The free mobility (µf) of Glu is much higher because it is –2 charged while 

Val is only –1 charged.  The poor inclusion of the AAs with this CD means they spend 

most of their time migrating as the free species, which causes the µf to dictate the order of 

their elution. 

 From the electropherogram in Figure 5.13 it can be seen that the 16-me-γ-CD 

yields the poorest separation of all the CDs.  Experiments showed that the mobility of the 

AAs in a separation with no CD was almost identical to the mobility with 16-me-γ-CD 

present, indicating they have almost no affinity for it.  Like the other methylated species 

HDMCM-β-CD, it suffers from not having secondary hydroxyl groups with which to 

interact with the polar ends of the AA.  This is reflected somewhat in the modeling data 

since the calculated interaction energies are poorer than those seen with β-CD or γ-CD.   

 The modeling, however, still shows that there should be better inclusion of the 

AAs with the 16-me-γ-CD than with HDMCM-β-CD and on par with the inclusion 

experienced with CM-β-CD, but this was not observed in the experimental separations.  

This perplexing issue precipitated further computational exploration of the structure of 

the 16-me-γ-CD.  Additional low energy conformations were searched for using higher 
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numbers of minimization iterations, and in a solvent environment.  It was found that after 

further minimization the methyl groups on the rim of the cavity took on positions more 

inward toward the opening of the CD, as depicted in ‘Conformer B’ in Figure 5.14.  This 

configuration was found to be even lower in energy (1.6 kcal/mol lower) than the one 

shown in ‘Conformer A’, which was the structure used in the modeling experiments.  The 

non-polar methyl groups were found to be more stabilized by congregating together 

rather than facing outward to the polar aqueous environment.  This was supported by data 

that showed significant van der Waals stabilization in this structure due to intramolecular 

interactions.  It is believed that since the methylated CD does not have the secondary 

hydroxyl groups with which to maintain its structural integrity, the cavity is more 

collapsed in nature.  Given the large size of the CD and the absence of secondary –OH 

hydrogen bonding, the shape distortions that large CDs experience (see chapter 1) are 

observed in these CDs as well.   

             While the more inaccessible opening to the CD explains the lack of inclusion of 

the AAs, it is believed to also be possibly the result of CD-CD interactions.  Under 

certain conditions, it has been noted that these kind of CD interactions can inhibit 

inclusion.200  It is plausible that in an aqueous environment, the inter-CD van der Waals 

interactions of two CDs will be significant between the lipophilic C2 and C3 methylated 

portions of two or more 16-me-γ-CD molecules.  MolCAD representations supported this 

idea.  The electron density surface of the CD was generated, and the lipophilic potential 

was mapped on the surface.  It was evident the highly hydrophobic portions of the CDs 

can match each other providing stabilization, as depicted in Figure 5.15.  Any such 

interactions occurring in the separation environment would have a substantial effect on
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Figure 5.14.  Conformer B is a more energetically favorable structure for 16-me-γ-CD 
than Conformer A which was used in the modeling experiments. 
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Figure 5.15.  The hydrophobic portions (brown) of the methylated CDs (HDMCM-β-CD 
in this example) can orient themselves toward each other, which can substantially lower 
the partitioning of analytes into them.   
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the partitioning of the analyte into them.  Additionally the hydrophilic portion of the CD 

on the opposite side prefer to orient themselves toward the aqueous environment.  This 

suggests the possibility that these types of CDs could act similarly to micelles, 

aggregating into small clumps to maximize stability.  This concept is supported by the 

findings from the separation experiments which indicate that the methylated CDs 

(HDMCM-β-CD and 16-me-γ-CD) experienced little to no interaction with the analytes. 

Conclusion 

 The separation experiments have shown that of the 5 CDs employed to attempt 

enantioselectivity with the AAs, only β-CD was able to achieve this task.  Its large 

elution window and availability of secondary hydroxyl groups on the rim of the cavity 

enable it to be successful.  The methylated CDs were found to be poor, not only at chiral 

recognition, but with complexing analytes as well.  The modeling results revealed that the 

truncated nature of the cavities and the CD-CD interactions due to the methyl groups 

keep these species from being able to interact sufficiently with the solutes. 

 The modeling portion of this work was successful at revealing the nature of the 

various CDs’ interactions with the solutes, and the interaction calculation energies were 

consistent with observations from the experimental separations.  While these modeling 

techniques (and others) are excellent tools for studying such systems, they cannot 

currently predict how to best resolve enantiomers chromatographically.  This is best 

achieved using giant graphical molecular databases, such as CHIRBASE203  which is 

complete with data from the enantiomeric separations by gas, liquid, supercritical fluid, 

and other chromatographies.  CHIRULE is another database used for column selection, 

developed by Stauffer and Dessy.204  Through the use of databases such as these 
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combined with molecular modeling support, separation scientists today have the tools at 

their disposal to help understand the fundamental mechanisms of molecular recognition 

and make superior decisions about how to best achieve resolution.  

In 1965, the founder of Intel Gordon Moore predicted that computing power 

would double every 18 months.  “Moore’s Law” proven to remarkably resilient, even 

nearly 40 years since its declaration.  Today, the common desktop computers have the 

processing power of the supercomputers of just a few years ago.  New developments in 

microchip technology promise to breach barriers and continue to keep us advancing at 

this pace.   

With the advent of computer assisted modeling, molecular modeling has 

unquestionably entered into a new and fascinating era, and the potential of this “quantum 

leap” in modeling is only beginning to be realized.  The incredible advancement in 

understanding and abilities that computer modeling gives will undoubtedly be central in 

much of the groundbreaking researching of today and the near future as it matures as a 

tool and a science. 
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A.1.  LIST OF FORCE FIELDS 

         (Information From Goodman Text) 
149 

 
AMBER:  ‘Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement’.  The most popular force 
field for modeling proteins and nucleic acids.  AMBER was developed by the Kollman 
research group at University of California at San Francisco.205,206 
 
CHARMm:  “Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics’.  This is both the name 
of the force field and the name of the program which manipulates it.  They were designed 
by Karplus to model macromolecular structures, and proteins in particular.207,208 
 
CFF93:  This force field was designed by Hagler for accurate definitions of both small 
and large molecules, and is designated a “Class II’ force field by it’s creators because it 
contains parameters for anharmonicity and coupling between different distortions.  This 
approach leads to higher accuracy at the expense of greater complexity, and a very large 
number of parameters are required for the force field.  In addition, seven scaling 
parameters are introduced.  The force field has it’s roots in the earlier consistent force 
field, CFF.209 
 
COSMIC:  ‘COmputation and Structure Manipulation In Chemistry’.210 COSMIC is the 
name of both a force field and a molecular mechanics package designed to manipulate it, 
and was designed to be a general purpose force field.   
 
DREIDING:  A simple generic force field for predicting the structures and dynamics of 
organic, biological and main-group inorganic molecules.211 
 
ECEPP:  ‘Empirical Conformational Energy Program for Peptides’.  Developed by 
Scheraga.212 
 
GROMOS:  ‘Groningen Molecular Simulation’.  A general molecular mechanics force 
field.213 

 

KOLLMAN:  Developed specifically to simulate nucleic acids and proteins.  This later 
evolved into the Amber force field.205 
 
MM2:  Developed by Allinger and coworkes at the University of Georgia, it is designed 
to work with small molecules (500 atoms or less).214  This force field is very popular and 
is a benchmark by which other force fields are sometimes judged. 
 
MM3:   This force field corrects some of the weaknesses of MM2, particularly 
concentrating on vibrational frequencies, which MM2 does not reproduce very well.  
While similar to MM2 in many respects, new parameters were added, which increased 
the complexity and accuracy for systems for which the new force field was designed.215 
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MM4:  A further increase in complexity and accuracy over MM3, concentrating on 
vibrational frequencies and rotational barriers, which are particularly difficult to calculate 
precisely.216 
 
MMFF94:  Merck Molecular Force Field.217,218  It was designed based on high level ab 
initio calculations to work well for both small molecules and large macromolecules.   
 
OLPS:  ‘Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simulations’.  Designed to model proteins in 
solution.219 
 
SHAPES:  An empirical force field designed particularly for transition metal 
complexes.220 
 
Tripos:  The force field from Tripos Associates used in the Sybyl software.150, 221  It was 
developed mainly for treating small organic molecules and biomolecules. Its design was 
based on COSMIC, and White’s force field.222 
 
UFF: ‘Universal Force Field’.  The parameters for this force field are based only on the 
elements, and not on groups of atoms as is usual.223  
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A2.  TRIPOS FORCE FIELD ENERGY TERMS 
 

ETripos  = Σ Ebonds  + Σ Eangles + Σ Etorsion + Σ Etors  + Σ Evdw + … 

…( + Σ Eele + Σ Edist_c + Σ Eang_c + Σ Etors_c + Σ Erange_c + Σ Emulti  + Σ Efield_fit )  
 
 
Main terms: 
 
Ebonds  : energy of a bond stretched or compressed from its natural bond length. 

Ebonds = Σ  all bonds 0.5 * kb,i * ( di - di
0 ) 2  

where:  
di : the length of the i-th bond (Å) 
di

0 : the equilibrium length of the i-th bond (Å) 
kb,i: the bond stretching force constant (kcal/(mole)( Å)2) 
 
Eangles : energy of bending bond angles from their natural values. 

Eangles = Σ  all angles 0.5 * kθ,i * (θi - θi
0 ) 2  

where:  
θi : the angle between two adjacent bonds (degrees) 
θi

0 : the equilibrium value for the i-th angle 
kθ,i: the angle bending force constant (kcal/(mole)(degrees)2) 
 
Etorsion : energy of bending planar atoms out of the plane. 

Etorsion = Σ all trigonal atoms 0.5 * ktorsion,i * di
2  

where:  
di : the distance between the center atom and the plane of its substituents (Å)  
ktorsion,i : the out of plane bending constant (kcal/(mole)(degrees)2)  
 
Etors  : torsional energy due to twisting about bonds. 

Etors = Σ all torsions 0.5 * VΩ,i * [ 1 + Si * cos ( |ni| * Ωi ]  
where:  
VΩ,i : the torsional barrier (kcal/mole)  
Si : +1 for staggered minimum energy and -1 for eclipsed minimum energy  
|ni| : the periodicity  
Ωi : the torsion angle  
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Evdw : energy due to van der Waals non-bonded interactions. 

Evdw = Σ  all non-bonded atom pairs Eij * { [ 1 / aij
12 ] - [ 2 / aij

6 ] }  
where:  
Eij : the van der Waals constant (kcal/mole) = (Ei * Ej)0.5  
aij : equals rij / ( Ri + Ri )  
rij : the distance between atoms i and j (Å)  
Ri : the van der Waals radius of the i-th atom (Å)  
 
 
Optional terms (Emisc): 
 
Eele : energy due to electrostatic interactions. 

Eele = 332.17 * Σ  all non-bonded atom pairs Qi*Qj / ( Dij*rij )  
where:  
Dij : the value of the dielectric function for atoms i and j  
Qi : the net atomic charge at the i- th atom  
rij : the distance between atoms i and j (Å)  
332.17 : a unit conversion factor  
 
Edist_c : energy associated with distance constraints. 
Edist_c = 0.5 * kd * ( d - d0)2  
where:  
d : the distance between two specified atoms (Å)  
d0 : the requested distance between the two atoms (Å)  
kd : the force constant (kcal/(mole)( Å)2)  
 
Eang_c : energy associated with angle constrains. 
Eang_c = 0.5 * kθ * (θ - θ0)2  
where:  
θ : the angle between three specified atoms (degrees)  
θ0 : the requested angle between the three atoms (degrees)  
kθ : the force constant (kcal/(mole)(degrees)2)  
 
Etors_c : energy associated with torsion angle constraints. 
Etors_c = 0.5 * kΩ * (Ω - Ω0)2  
where:  
Ω : the angle between four specified atoms (degrees)  
Ω0 : the requested angle between the foru atoms (degrees)  
kθ : the force constant (kcal/(mole)(degrees)2)  
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Erange_c : energy associated with range constraints. 
Erange_c = 0 for dlow < d < dhigh  
Erange_c = 0.5 * kr * ( d - dlow)2 for dlow < d < dhigh  
Erange_c = 0.5 * kr * ( dhigh  - d)2 for dlow < d < dhigh  
where:  
dlow : the minimum distance between two specified atoms (Å)  
dhigh : the maximum distance between two specified atoms (Å)  
kr : the force constant (kcal/(mole)(Å)2)  
 
Emulti  : energy associated with multifitting. 

Emulti = Σ  all reference pairs ks,i * di
2  

where:  
ks,i : the spring constant (kcal/(mole)(Å)2  
di : the distance between the atom and the reference point (Å)  
 
Efield_fit : energy associated with fitting fields. 
The magnitude of any field fit energy penalty is calculated as the sum of the squared 
differences in field values over all intersections of a three-dimensional lattice embedded 
in Cartesian space. Two field values, steric and electrostatic, are calculated at each lattice 
intersection, using the TRIPOS force field, as the sum of interactions between an 
artificial probe atom at that intersection and each of the atoms in the target or template 
molecule.  
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